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i
t was in 2005 that the Financial
Times published a feature under
the now seemingly prescient
headline “Shredded credibility?
The MBA market may be facing

a shakeout: Academic pursuits not
based on reality”.

One banking crisis and a recession
later, many business schools, it seems,
have still not got the message that was
writ so large a decade ago. It is hard to
fathom why, given that business schools
are relatively low-cost operations
employing some of the brainiest and
potentially most agile knowledge
workers in the world.

What is more, star professors earn
huge sums by telling executives how
to develop a coherent strategy in a
rapidly changing world, be relevant
to customers and make money. Much
of this they do under the rubric of the
executive short courses that are the
subject of this magazine.

To be sure, although we have seen
the closure of some full-time MBAs,
most schools seem to be staggering on
regardless. Yet some deans continue to
make headlines with their predictions
of business school demise, most notably
Rich Lyons, dean of Berkeley Haas.
This modern-day Cassandra argues
that half of the world’s 10,000 business
schools will be out of business within
10 years.

His predictions have been greeted
with horror, particularly in the US. But
is his prognosis really such bad news?
The death of 5,000 third-rate schools
could create space for more, potentially
higher-quality schools to enter the fray,
not to mention low-cost educational
technology companies and others.

The past two decades have proved
that business schools founded 100 years
ago in the US do not have a stranglehold
on quality or popularity. The Indian
School of Business in Hyderabad and

the business schools at the universities
of Oxford and Cambridge in the UK, all
set up in the past 20 years, have proved
that, with the right proposition, business
schools can do well.

In China the case is even clearer.
The MBA was launched only 20 years
ago and now the business schools at
universities such as Tsinghua, Beijing,
Fudan and Shanghai Jiao Tong are high-
profile and well up in the rankings.

Even in the US, the Rady school,
established a little over a decade ago at
the University of California San Diego,
has shown that in a crowded market, a
quality upstart can make its mark.

The dilemma is that it is not
necessarily the third-rate business
schools that will bite the dust.

To date, all the evidence suggests
that schools embedded in a university
are the least vulnerable. Not only is
there an economy of scale in services
and resources, but there is a ready-

made business for them in teaching
joint degrees and business courses to
students in other departments.

Those schools that have been forced
into mergers in recent years have been
outside the traditional university system
and where revenues are most exposed.
These have included a host of schools
in France — traditionally part of the
chambers of commerce — Henley and
Ashridge in the UK, and Thunderbird
in the US.

Perhaps the other most notable
point about schools such as Ashridge,
Henley and Thunderbird is that they
tend to earn much of their revenue not
from degrees but from executive short
courses, a notoriously volatile market.

Kai Peters, Ashridge chief
executive, is clear in his warning to
similar schools. The safe ground is
in degree programmes, particularly
undergraduate courses, he says, as these
give three to four years of predictable
income when markets get tough.

It is a message many schools have
taken to heart in the US and Europe
as universities ramp up the number of
places on their business bachelor degrees
and masters for pre-experience students.

But here is the rub. As schools teach
younger and younger students, who
is teaching more mature managers?
Managers who used to be on the road
to retirement at 55 now face another
10–20 years of work in a fast-changing
environment. This should be the domain
of the executive education provider.

What is more, standalone schools
traditionally have been much more
responsive to corporate need, as in the
end it is companies that fund them.
That has also been the case at the big
executive education schools such as
Ashridge: they eat what they kill.

The omens are not good. If current
trends continue, business schools may
become more and more irrelevant.

in a tough market, standalone schools are most vulnerable — and arguably most needed

‘As schools teach younger
students, who is teaching
more mature managers?’

End game
Della Bradshaw
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Feeling the
squeeze

J
ust when business school
deans thought it was safe to
step back into the executive
education market, they are
discovering demand for these

short, non-degree programmes is not as
straightforward as they had believed.
Strategy consultancies such as Bain

and Boston Consulting Group have long
been executive education providers,
but now publishing companies,
technology start-ups and recruitment
consultancies are circling in an attempt
to land chunks of a global market worth
in excess of $70bn a year.
In some cases, the new entrants

have arrived through acquisitions —
LinkedIn, the professional networking
site, for example, recently bought
Lynda.com, the training company.
Others have arisen through alliances,
such as the Financial Times’ partnership
with Spain’s IE Business School to
deliver corporate programmes.

For the educational technology
companies, it is a case of building on
their existing businesses. “We are
beginning to see the emergence of
edtech-driven, venture capital-funded
start-ups that believe edtech [the use of
technology in teaching] is the driver of
executive education,” says Mike
Malefakis, associate dean for executive
education at Columbia Business School
in New York.
The recruitment agencies too, faced

with the erosion of their customer base
by sites such as LinkedIn, are building
assessment tools and skills training into
their services to corporate clients.
But the competition does not stop

there, says MIT Sloan dean David
Schmittlein. The number of business
schools entering the executive education
space is increasing, especially young,
up-and-coming ones. “How much of it
is because of a more stable economic
environment and how much because of

06

spare human capital as MBA numbers
are down [is unclear].”
There is even competition from closer

to home — from universities’ continuing
education divisions, law schools, medical
schools and engineering schools, says
Prof Schmittlein. As subjects such as
leadership creep on to the agenda of
engineering schools, for example, “these
will [begin to] look even more like
management education institutions”.
What is more, companies that

traditionally have been the customers of
business schools are setting up corporate
universities, often with the help of
schools and cherry-picked professors.
“More and more we are being asked

to help companies build their internal
capabilities,” says David Altman,
executive vice-president for Europe,
the Middle East and Africa at the
US-headquartered Center for Creative
Leadership, a not-for-profit research
organisation and education provider. “Big
companies are calling them academies,
while others are saying they want to build
their own internal capabilities.”
Trends that began before the financial

crisis are continuing, such as corporate
demand for shorter courses. The trend
for companies to eschew open-enrolment
courses in favour of ones designed for a
single company has accelerated, as has
the need for programmes that award a
certificate or diploma, which can often be
credited towards a degree.
Demand for certification is very

important in Asia, says Guy Saunders,

businessschoolsventuringbackintoexecutiveeducationface
arangeof innovativenewmarketentrants.bydellabradshaw
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associate dean for executive education at
Melbourne Business School in Australia.
He believes all schools could eventually
allow short courses to be credited
towards a degree. “My sense is that the
wall is cracking in the big schools too.”

The demand to prove return on
investment — a thorny concept in the
context of education — is also back
on the agenda. Josep Valor, academic
director of customised programmes at
Iese Business School in Spain, which
topped the FT’s customised executive
education rankings this year, says
there are ways to measure this through
executive promotion.
He cites the example of Oracle, the

software group, where Iese runs a
programme for senior managers with
Michigan Ross business school. Oracle
judges the success of the programme
by the number of people who go on to
become vice-presidents in the company.
“Companies are looking for value

for money and can see [we offer
that] because we can prove we have
successful programmes that address
their challenges,” says Prof Valor. “We do

f t. com / BU S i n e S S - edUc at i on
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Financialtimesexecutiveeducation2015
The top 50 schools. (Full rankings p24-31)

rank School custom
rank

open
rank

1 Iese Business School 1 3

2 HECParis 2 2

3 IMD 6 1

4 Center for Creative Leadership 8 5

5 LondonBusiness School 4 17

6 HarvardBusiness School 18 4

7 Insead 11 7

8= EsadeBusiness School 12 7

8= University of Chicago: Booth 13 5

10 University ofOxford: Saïd 23 10

11 ESMT-EuropeanSchoolofMgtandTechnology 27 13

12 Essec Business School 25 15

13 University ofMichigan: Ross 32 9

14 MIT: Sloan 18 25

15 Thunderbird School of GlobalMgt atASU 20 26

16= FundaçãoDomCabral 33 12

16= SDABocconi 7 39

18= Cranfield School ofManagement 10 33

18= University ofVirginia: Darden 36 11

20 NorthwesternUniversity: Kellogg 41 14

21 Ashridge 22 36

22 Ceibs 34 24

23 ESCPEurope 28 29

24 Columbia Business School 42 20

25 WashingtonUniversity: Olin 55 17

26 WesternUniversity: Ivey 45 20

27= EdhecBusiness School 17 49

27= University of Pennsylvania:Wharton 47 23

29= HenleyBusiness School 29 33

29= University of St Gallen 37 27

31 StockholmSchool of Economics 31 37

32 MelbourneBusiness School,Mt Eliza 26 43

33 UCLA:Anderson 38 31

34 Vlerick Business School 43 32

35 Universidadde losAndes 38 40

36 NationalUni of Singapore Business School 16 64

37 Ipade 13 67

38 Católica Lisbon Schof Business andEconomics 51 38

39 IncaeBusiness School 40 42

40 University of Toronto: Rotman 62 19

41 IAEBusiness School 30 55

42 EMLyonBusiness School 50 41

43 Insper 49 46

44 University of Pretoria, Gibs 53 48

45 PekingUniversity: Guanghua 44 54

46 AGSMatUNSWBusiness School 54 47

47 AaltoUniversity 58 43

48 Indian Institute ofManagement, Bangalore 57 53

49 BostonUniversity School ofManagement 46 62

50 University of Cambridge: Judge 67 50

not know how to solve their problems —
they know how to solve their problems.
We help them think about how to solve
their problems better.”

Asia, Africa and the Middle East are
proving to be the growth markets for
executive education in 2015. Demand
is biggest in Asia for cross-cultural
leadership and for training managers to
run subsidiaries outside the region.
Demand from China in particular for

executive programmes has rebounded,
says Kai Peters, chief executive of the
UK’s Ashridge Business School, which
along with other schools has trained
Chinese government officials. In the
Middle East and Africa, the demand is
for developing younger leaders.
In the US and Europe, demand is

increasingly sophisticated, says Mike
Canning, chief executive of Duke
Corporate Education, part of Duke
University in the US. “It is no longer
about filling knowledge gaps. It is about
rewiring, [which] is not about knowing
something, but making sense of things
for which we have no model.”
The use of online technology is also

on the rise. This year, half of Columbia’s
executive education participants will be
distance-learners. Although demand
for campus-based programmes shows
modest growth, “online has mushroomed
into the growth engine of enrolment”,
says Malefakis. Columbia’s two online
programmes that replicate traditional
programmes have not cannibalised their
campus equivalents, he adds.
“One of the real keys as to why online

is growing is not just the price point but
the opportunity cost for both learners
and faculty.” Online students can
study at their own convenience, in the
evenings and at weekends, he points out.
“Learning has become 24/7.”

That said, the main challenge may
not come from the rise of technology or
increased competition from consulting
and publishers, says Dominique Turpin,
president of IMD business school in
Switzerland. The dearth of academics
who can teach executives is the biggest
threat, he says.
“The only way we can survive is to be

innovative and relevant. You have to be
close to the client,” he says. “If you ask
the board members of IMD what worries
them, it is where to get the faculty.”
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H owmuch is toomuchwhen it
comes to online elements of
campus executive education

programmes?
Apoll of participantswhocompleted

anexecutive openprogramme in 2014
found thatwhile they recognised the
advantages of virtual learning,many
wanted to keep it to aminimum.

A littlemore thanhalf the group said
theywould like less than 25per cent of
teaching andassessment to beonline if
they attendeda similar course in future.
About a fifth thought having 25 50per
cent of the coursedeliveredvirtuallywas
acceptable,while 15 per cent preferred to
studyentirely in a classroom.

Two-thirds of the 990 respondents
said themaindrawbackof online
learningwas a lack of interactionwith
faculty and course participants. Other
disadvantages included a lack of
networking opportunities and the level
of self-discipline involved.

Poll:virtual learning

French cuisine
fails the test

f t. com / BU S i n e S S - e dUc at i on

Nearly two-thirds of participants
had completed a coursewith an
online component. Themain benefits
highlightedwere theopportunities to
study flexibly and save timeandmoney.

There is concern in the sector
aboutmassive openonline courses
threatening the take-upof lucrative
campus courses, but only a third of
participants hadheardofMoocs and just
11 per cent had taken such a course.

“Moocshave their place for learning
in functional areas, but nothing
can replace face-to-face interactive
learning in a typical open-enrolment
leadership programme,” said one
respondent.— Wai Kwen Chan

‘moocshavetheirplacebutnothing
canreplace face-to-face interactive
learning inanopen-enrolment
leadershipprogramme’
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It seems that lunches inFrance—
traditionally renowned for their quality
and their duration—arenotwhat
theywere.

Executives attendingopen-enrolment
programmesat Frenchbusiness schools
regularlymarkdown thequalityof
themeals theyareoffered.Of the 30
criteriaused to rateprogrammes,
former students surveyedby theFT
gave food theworst score at threeof
theeight French schools in the2015
executiveeducation ranking.One school
receivedapaltry 5.9out of 10.

“Itwasn’t a treat,” oneparticipantnoted
succinctlyof theprocessed food served
upat another school.

For those forwhommentionof
“courses” conjuresupmenus rather
than studymaterials, the foodatHEC
Paris faredbest amongbusiness
schools inFrance.—LaurentOrtmans
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o
ne thing economists
agree on is that
productivity — output
per worker — “is almost
everything”, as BBC

economics editor Robert Peston puts
it. Productivity, agreed Labour leader
Ed Miliband in March, “is key to the
country we wish to be”. Just how key is
underlined by a calculation from the
Resolution Foundation think-tank.
While productivity increasing at the
present 0.5 per cent a year would leave a
new government in 2020 with £104bn
to find to meet pre-election debt-
reduction targets, a rise to 4 per cent
a year would mean a lucky chancellor
would have £18bn to give away.

Similarly uncontroversial is that UK
productivity is poor — some 20 per cent
lower than G7 counterparts, according
to the Office for National Statistics data.
Economists call mostly for supply-
side improvements: upgrading skills,
boosting lending to small businesses
for investment and bringing forward
infrastructure projects.

Unfortunately productivity growth
is not an arithmetical function of
combining capital and labour. Supply-
side improvements are pushing on
string without equivalent take-up from
the other end. This is borne out by a
report from the UK Commission for
Employment and Skills, which found
that what the UK lacks is not a highly
qualified workforce but the ability to
organise and deploy it productively. In
other words, better management.

But what management chooses
to do is not just a matter of technical
ability. Economic motivation, curiously
ignored by most economists, is an
equally influential factor. Consider a
benign productivity puzzle: the UK
motor industry. UK carmakers are on a
roll — productivity is high, on a par with
anything in Europe, and the industry has

announced £1bn of new investment in
the past month alone, on top of £7bn in
the previous two years, to keep it there.

So how come cars are driving on
a different planet from the rest of the
economy? One obvious difference is
that most of the “UK” motor industry
is foreign-owned—Germany and
Japan to the fore. Both are, of course,
renowned for their manufacturing
prowess. But while foreign owners are
undoubtedly good at translating high UK
workforce skills into productivity, the key
distinction may lie elsewhere: the way
their managements are paid.

City economist Andrew Smithers
formulates it like this: to get managers
to act like shareholders, over the past
20 years their pay (at least in the US
and UK, much less so in Japan and
continental Europe) has switched from
consisting mainly of salaries to mainly
bonuses (83 per cent of the total in the

US), based on their achieving share
price-related goals. Given the leverage,
small changes in success measures
trigger large changes in total pay.

But while the prize is great, shrinking
top-management tenure (now down to
about four years) means the time to win
it is short. The implications are clear:
in effect, managers are rewarded for
avoiding actions that might hit quarterly
earnings and thus the share price.
So that is what they do. Chief among
those actions is capital investment,
which — though essential for long-term
productivity and survival — to a manager
in a hurry to hit an earnings target is
just a cost. No surprise then that, as
research confirms, profitable investment
is routinely passed up, while private
companies, exempt from such incentives,
proportionally invest much more.

Viewed through the prism of
managerial incentives, the post-crash
economic puzzles of flat productivity,
surprisingly low unemployment and
dawdling recovery evaporate like a puddle
in the sun. Managers balk at investment
that will damage short-term earnings,
instead meeting extra demand by hiring
more bodies. So unemployment has not
risen, as it has in previous recessions.

But without capital investment,
productivity flatlines — and so do wages
and growth. The deficit refuses to fall.
Another economist, William Lazonick,
has shown companies are spending up
to 100 per cent of earnings on dividends
and share buybacks to keep share prices
high — a financial-engineering substitute
for productivity growth that can only
end in tears. For Smithers, Lazonick
and a growing band of similar thinkers,
reforming management pay to remove
the perverse incentives that skew their
capital allocation decisions is not just
vital to rebooting productivity growth,
it is the most important issue facing
economic policymakers today.

theUK’spoorproductivity levelsreflect theperversityof incentivesformanagement

‘managersarerewardedfor
avoidingactions thatmight
hitquarterlyearningsand
thustheshareprice’

Skewed logic
SimonCaulkin
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C
an a scientist born in 1564
teach us anything about the
modern world of business?
The answer is yes; the man
is Galileo, who challenged

nearly every convention and dared to
view things differently, even when it was
unpopular and impolitic.

Each year I welcome new students
with an exploration of Galileo Galilei’s
life, legacy and leadership to remember
as they embark on their programme.
While Galileo’s scientific discoveries
were significant in their own right,
his life and work also have important
lessons for the world of business.

Galileo lived when the prevailing
theory was that the sun, moon and
all the other planets revolved around
the earth. While this was accepted by
nearly everyone — despite early efforts
by Copernicus and Johannes Kepler
to suggest otherwise — Galileo was
dissatisfied with the lack of scientific
evidence and took it upon himself to
produce some. In 1610 he pointed his
telescope not at the sun but at Jupiter,
where he witnessed four large moons
orbiting the planet, rather than earth.
His discovery was the first piece of
significant evidence that the universe
was not geocentric.

Galileo taught us the importance
of evidence-based management,
demonstrated by his rejection of an
accepted theory and use of his telescope
to gather evidence. By readjusting
his lens, he persevered in his quest
for evidence and highlighted the
transformative effect of this approach.

In doing so, Galileo provided a
lesson for business leaders in today’s
fast-paced world, where more than ever
there is a tendency to immediately act
on information that is in front of us and
appears true.

Instead, we need to stop and ask
ourselves if we have gathered all the
evidence that is reasonable, used all
the tools at our disposal and carefully
examined each piece of information.

It is a simple lesson, but one that
is frequently forgotten, often with
important consequences.

This was demonstrated in 1985 when
Coca-Cola replaced its classic recipe
with a formula marketed as New Coke.
There was a massive public outcry and
boycotts, and the company quickly
reinstated the original brand and recipe.
While Coca-Cola conducted consumer
research and blind taste tests, all in
favour of New Coke, it did not take
into sufficient consideration customers’
emotional attachment to the original
recipe and brand. By focusing on taste
comparisons, Coca-Cola failed to fully
utilise its “telescope”, thus making a
big decision without collecting all the
necessary evidence.

Each year during my discussion of
Galileo, I tell students they will hear
professors teach theories they find hard
to believe as they are not something
they have seen previously in their career.
When this happens, I say, they should
not automatically assume the theory is

incorrect but instead do as Galileo would:
pick up a telescope, point it at Jupiter
and take note of what they see. While
you do not have to believe everything
other people say, it is critical to at least
readjust your lens and take a look.

The applicability of the Galileo
metaphor extends beyond education
and into the business world. Galileo
surrounded himself with a variety of
telescopes, each with a different gauge
and purpose, so that he could see the
world frommany angles. In business, it is
critical to incorporate diversity into every
situation, to surround yourself with a
variety of people, each of whom will view
situations through his or her unique lens.

I have found that many important
business decisions have benefited from
diversity, some in a transformative
manner. A wide range of perspectives
means information is assessed from
different angles and new solutions are
often found.

In business education, diversity
is particularly important as students
are building and refining their own
telescopes based on their experiences.
These may include work leading up to
their course, management simulations,
case studies, action-based learning and,
most importantly, their interactions with
other executives and faculty who have
different experiences and perspectives.
Each of these experiences is built into in
a student’s telescope and affects his or
her view of the universe.

Galileo’s perseverance with his array
of telescopes has changed the world, in
more ways than he could have imagined.
The most fundamental, transformative
piece of his story was his ability to
develop an instrument and use it to
uncover new evidence. In doing so he
empowered countless generations to do
the same — and to use the evidence they
discover to effect positive change.

Alison Davis-Blake is dean of the
University of Michigan’s Ross School
of Business

The astronomical discoveries of Galileo are a lesson in making informed decisions

‘While you do not have to
believe everything people
say, it is critical to at least
readjust your lens and look’
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Instrument of change:
Galileo used an
arrayof telescopes
to gain a variety of
perspectives

B

‘While you do not have to 
believe everything people 
say, it is critical to at least 
readjust your lens and look’

A sharp focus
Alison Davis-Blake
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Difficultdiagnosis
A short coursemade
Dr Lola Dare rethink
her organisation’s
work promoting
healthcare in Africa
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Model solution:
LolaDare says
business school
changed theway
shemeasures
success

he thing that strikes you
when meeting Lola Dare is her laugh. It
is loud, explosive and frequent. “One of
the things I like doing is laughing”, she
points out, redundantly. “You might find
that I tend to laugh a lot.” With that,
she lets out one of her show-stopping
belly laughs. On the topic of Insead, the
French business school she attended
for three months in 2006, she switches
gear, becoming contemplative. A kind of
reverie takes hold.

The raucous, switched-on Nigerian
sitting here in her home in the north
London suburb of Finchley — just down
the road from her office at the Centre
for Health Sciences, Training, Research
and Development (Chestrad), the
African public health social enterprise
she founded — is very different from the
person she was 10 years ago.

It was grief that drove Dr Dare to
Insead. After her daughter Oreoluwa
died from malaria in 2005, her
professional life, once a source of vitality,
became inconsequential.

“I’m not sure that I had the will to do
anything,” she says.

Her partner encouraged her to
embark on the course, hoping it would
inspire her to return to work and
find some meaning to her life again.
She signed up to the three-month
advanced management course in 2006
begrudgingly. “I was very angry,” she
says. “I thought: ‘Can’t you just leave
me in my misery? I’m very happy in my
misery. I’m very comfortable in it.’”

Once at Insead she felt out of place —
an African woman working on public
health in a class of predominantly
western male executives from private
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‘[theexperienceof
insead] really touched
me. itbecameaplace
ofsolace,motivation,
innovationand
curiosity’
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Her mother was passionate that
girls went to school and that boys were
taught to cook and clean. Dr Dare
attended a Catholic convent school,
mingling with British expatriates.

She went to the University of Ibadan
to study medicine but became diverted
from her original ambition to become
a psychiatrist, turning to paediatrics
instead. “I realised I wanted to study
medicine because I wanted to save lives.
I didn’t want people to die. I didn’t even
want cats to die,” she says.

Working in paediatrics involved
a lot of death in Nigeria at that time,
Dr Dare says. “We just seemed to be
signing death certificates.”

The defining moment came after she
had been nursing a child with neonatal
tetanus for a week. “We had to maintain
him on oxygen. I went home to sleep. I
got to work at 7am and [he] was dead.
The hospital ran out of oxygen.” Within
24 hours she had signed six death
certificates. The final straw came when a
mother who had struggled with infertility

for many years gave birth to a baby who
later died from neonatal jaundice.

Dr Dare walked out of the clinic
and decided not to go back. “[The
deaths] were easily preventable with
known tools. There were known
strategies,” she says.

Later, the hospital’s medical director
persuaded Dr Dare to do a stint in
public health. In the villages she saw
at close quarters the problems that she
diagnosed as ignorance, social stigma,
lack of medical services and poverty.

Those experiences inform Chestrad’s
work helping governments build health
systems appropriate to Africa. She
says international donors are often
misguided or labouring under “well-
intentioned goodwill”. They get it wrong
“because they want us to be like the US,
especially the NGOs”.

For example, she says, “if you advocate
for women’s empowerment in certain
ways you are going to destroy family
structures in Nigeria, in Africa.” But
approaching the issue with sensitivity to
social context can help achieve the same
goals without causing division.

Insead changed the way Dr Dare
devised solutions. Today, she likes to use
a “lives-saved analysis”.

“I began to look at the return on my
investment by how many lives we saved,”
she says. “Although we still need to
improve on that measure, it gives us an
[indicator] like return on equity.”

Biography
1980-85College of
Medicine, University
of Ibadan, Nigeria
1990–91London
School ofHygiene
andTropical
Medicine,MSc in
epidemiologywith
statistics
1988–92University
CollegeHospital,
Ibadan, fellow in
community health
andpreventive
medicine
1992–94Harvard
School of Public
Health, David EBell
fellowship certificate,
population and
development
1993Set upChestrad,
London
1999–2000Harvard
School of Public
Health, Takemi
fellowship certificate,
international public
health/international
health
2006 Insead,
certificate in
advanced
management B

companies. “I was with chiefs of global
industry and I just thought, these are
multimillion dollar corporations — what
am I doing here? I was the only one
from the public sector. I was the only
one from the non-governmental sector
and I was loudest,” she says.

But soon she realised she and
her fellow students had problems in
common. “Their issues were just the
same as the issues we were [dealing]
with in health systems. They were
management issues. I used to say, ‘You
guys produce something. I produce what
you need: healthy people.’”

The experience got her thinking
about applying business processes
to health. “I would say, ‘If you were
in the health sector what would you
do?’” Dr Dare found the experience
revitalising. “It really touched me,” she
says. Insead became a “place of solace,
motivation, innovation and curiosity”.

The programme made her rethink
Chestrad’s model. She had launched the
organisation in 1993 as a not-for-profit,
using savings earned from lecturing
at a teaching hospital to fund it. The
centre’s mission early on was to look at
the reproductive health of young people.
After Insead she transformed Chestrad
into a social enterprise. Its aim now is
to support African governments to build
sustainable healthcare systems that are
close to their clients and equitable.

Insead also made her examine
accountability in the health sector.

As a young girl she wanted to become
a psychiatrist. “I wanted to know why
people react differently to different
situations. As a young child it used to
fascinate me: Why is he angry? Why is
he crazy? Why did she do this? And the
same person didn’t do that?”

Her father was an engineer who
was also a champion of the indigenous
music industry in Nigeria. “I grew up
in a studio, where we were constantly
preparing music. I was a very
imaginative child,” Dr Dare says. She
also consumed English writers such
as Barbara Cartland, Enid Blyton and
James Hadley Chase. The family house
had a large library where the children
were sent if they were naughty — “a
punishment I enjoyed”, Dr Dare says.

“It was a huge house and it was full
of joy. I really am not the typical African
child who’s grown up miserably. I grew
up with a fantastic environment, with an
extended family.”

Sustainable system: a
communitymedical
outreach inOsun
state, Nigeria
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Dear Lucy...

I have just joined a Fortune 500
company in the human resources
department and realise that the
company spends huge amounts of
money sending managers to business
school, effectively as a very expensive
perk. There is no attempt to justify
the cost or measure the impact of
the courses on the way the company
operates. What, if anything, can I do
to change this?
First, you need to understand how the
company views HR. If you are seen as a
tiresome meddler by the top brass, then
I suggest you lie low. Questioning perks
handed out to senior people is going to
do no good at all and will only harm you.

There will come a time when the
company will probably decide to send
people on online courses instead. That
won’t come from a careful weighing of
pros and cons but from a cost-cutting
edict. Until such a time, I suggest you
devote your efforts to asking to be sent
on such a course yourself — and then
you’ll be better placed to judge what
value, if any, they really have.

I have just been promoted and given
additional line responsibility in my
company. Traditionally, those who
were promoted to this position were
sent on a two-week business school
programme in the US. Instead, I
have been offered access to the same
programme from the same university,
but in an online format. I feel short-
changed. Am I right to do so?
I feel your pain. The online version is
the worst of all worlds — you have to do
all the boring work without any of the

fun and without getting any contacts at
the end of it.

Unfortunately, I doubt whether
there’s much you can do about it,
assuming this is a general change of
policy that applies to everyone. Your
company has noticed the difference to
its bottom line and acted accordingly
— which makes perfect sense.

However, if it turns out to be
only you who has been short-
changed in this way, then there
is no harm in kicking up rough.
Tell them about all the wonderful
contacts you would make for
the business and how you love
learning from others. And tell
them it’s not fair. In my experience
people who make a huge fuss tend
to get their way.

I enrolled in a short programme
thinking it would enhance teamwork
and networking. However, quite a
few participants are from the same
company and do not seem interested
in the rest of us.What can we do
to make sure they do not ruin it for
everybody else?
You need to enlist all the others who
don’t work for that company. Together
you are much more powerful than you
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ByLucyKellaway

Somethingvaluable thatcan
bewidelyapplied inalmost
all corporatesituations ishow
to interactwithpeoplewho
aren’t interested inyou
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are on your own. Either form a splinter
group or, as a group, challenge the
others. Tell them this isn’t working for
you — and can’t be working for them
either, as they might as well still be
in the office. Even if they continue in

their exclusive ways, comfort yourself
with the thought that you are still
learning something valuable that can be
widely applied in almost all corporate
situations: how to interact with people
who aren’t interested in you.

There is much talk of online
courses replacing campus-
based executive education.
I am annoyed. In the past
I have enjoyed immersing
myself in study away from
the office andmixing
and networking with the

other participants. Can it
ever be possible to replace

face-to-face contact effectively
on an online course?
It depends what you think is the
purpose of these courses. If it is to learn
basic accountancy or to whip through a
few case studies, online learning is just
as good — and probably better as it’s
faster and considerably cheaper.

But that is hardly ever the point of
such courses. The point is that they are a

perk and a reward. They are a badge that
shows your employer rates you and is
giving you permission to strut your stuff
among others who have been equally
favoured. So no, this contact can never
be replaced. Whether that means these
courses survive long-term is not certain,
although it is likely, as those who control
the purse-strings tend to be the same
people who have benefited from such
courses themselves.

Other participants onmy course do
not seem to like working with those
who are junior to themselves. I am
starting to feel like a second-class
participant.What should I do?
You could try telling yourself that
anyone who is so status conscious is
unlikely to be worth bothering with. But
I doubt if you’ll convince yourself.

Corporate life is hierarchical, no
matter how hard it pretends not to be.
One of the most important things is
learning how to survive on the lower
rungs of the ladder. Alas, it means you
simply have to try harder than those
above you, who are taken seriously by
dint of their seniority. By contrast, you
have to perform, and perform visibly.

You have to learn to think of things
that are intelligent, original or funny
to say. You have to earn respect — they
get it handed to them as a matter of
course. It’s not fair or nice, but it is how
it works. Good luck.

Lucy Kellaway is an FT associate editor
and management columnist, and writes
the weekly Dear Lucy advice column in
the newspaper and online.

Corporate life ishierarchical.
Yousimplyhavetotryharder than
thoseaboveyou,whoaretaken
seriouslybydintof theirseniority
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Qualityacross theboardgaveIese
BusinessSchool theedgeover its
rivals.ByLaurentOrtmans
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S
panish business school Iese
has topped the Financial
Times 2015 combined
ranking of executive short
courses, regaining the

position it last held in 2012. The school
ousted HEC Paris, which dropped to
second place in the combined table
(see page 8).

Iese’s particular achievement
was coming top of the ranking for
customised programmes — those aimed
at corporate customers. The school is
only the fifth to top the customised
ranking. It puts an end to 12 years
of domination by Duke Corporate
Education. Before that, the last winner
was New York’s Columbia Business
School in 2002. Duke drops to third
overall after falling more than 10 places
in five criteria, including “follow-up”, in
which it dropped 27 places to 40th.

The Financial Times executive
education rankings, now in their 17th
year, rate the best 75 open programmes
and the best 85 customised programmes
worldwide. Executive education
offers non-degree programmes, either
tailor-made for corporate customers
(customised) or available to all working
managers (open). The rankings are based
on participants’ and clients’ satisfaction,
the diversity of participants and faculty,
and the schools’ international exposure.

Iese, third in the customised ranking
for the past three years, overtook HEC
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Footnote:
*Responses to FT
surveys for the
2015 ranking from
6,000participants
(openprogrammes)
and 1,100corporate
clients (custom
programmes)who
attendedcourses
in 2014.

Paris, the runner-up since 2009, and
made it to the top of the ranking for
the first time. Iese is rewarded for
performing consistently well across all
15 criteria. While the school is ranked
first for faculty diversity only, it is in
the top 10 for all remaining criteria. It
is second for preparation and third for
programme design and value for money.

This is Iese’s best performance overall
across the two rankings. In addition
to being number one for customised
programmes, it is third for open-
enrolment programmes.

Other notable performances in
the customised programme rankings
include ESCP Europe of France,
which enjoyed the biggest jump, up 28
places to 28th. Olin Business School
at Washington University had the
biggest fall, dropping 31 places to 55th.
The Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania recorded its worst
performance, down 21 places to 47th.
Nine schools were ranked for the first
time. Antai College of Economics and
Management at Shanghai Jiao Tong
University was the highest entrant,
in 15th position.

The ranking of 75 open-enrolment
programmes was led by IMD of
Switzerland for the fourth year running.
HEC Paris moved up one place to
second, while Iese came third.

Fundação Dom Cabral of Brazil, a
former top 10 school, showed one of the
biggest improvements, rising 11 places
to 12th. Cambridge Judge Business
School was ranked highest among the
six new entrants, in 50th place.

Schools’ main asset is their faculty.
Faculty are rated highest in both open
and customised programmes according
to the quality of their teaching, the
coherence of their courses and their
approachability.

Follow-up after courses, on the other
hand, is the weakest area for both types
of programmes. Formal support in open
programmes was given the lowest rating,
of 7.6 out of 10. Ease of implementation
was also a key concern. “The course
I attended was not easily tailored to
my needs,” said one senior manager of
a leadership course. “More tailoring
of tools to assist in follow-up and
implementation would have be useful.”

Nonetheless, the vast majority of
participants reported their course
met their personal and professional
expectations and said they would strongly
recommend it. Corporate customers
were equally satisfied: two-thirds said
they would use the same school again
for the same programme.G
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Customised programmes

Topoverall: iese
Iese Business School has not only topped the
table for customised executive education
programmes in 2015, but has taken thenumber
one slot in the combined customandopen table
(page 8). The Spanish school,which twodecades
ago taught almost exclusively in Barcelona and
Madrid, and in theEnglish language, nowhas
facilities inNewYork andMunich and teaches
worldwide, still in English. Iese has dethroned
DukeCorporateEducation,whichhad topped the
customised table for 12 years. —DellaBradshaw

Highestnewentrant: shanghaiJiaoTong
University:antaiCollege
AsChina’smarket for executive short courses
continues to grow,Antai College at Shanghai Jiao
TongUniversity is proving to be a big player in
corporate programmes, entering the customised
education rankings at 15. Antai is thehighest-
placedChinese business school in customised
education, aheadof Ceibs,which is also in
Shanghai, and theGuanghua school at Peking
University. However, bothCeibs andGuanghua
arealso ranked in theopenenrolment table. —DB P
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Corporatesurvey
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1 3 3 2 Iese Business School Spain 2 3 5 4 6 7 4

2 2 2 2 HEC Paris France 1 1 2 3 2 3 1

3 1 1 2 Duke Corporate Education US/UK/South Africa 10 5 13 14 13 40 14

4 9 17 10 London Business School UK 4 14 12 5 9 22 5

5 12 - - Mannheim Business School Germany 14 16 1 1 4 1 2

6 5 6 6 IMD Switzerland 12 11 7 7 11 12 6

7 11 15 11 SDA Bocconi Italy 3 6 8 11 10 4 12

8 4 5 6 Center for Creative Leadership US/Belgium/Singapore/Russia 8 13 3 13 5 16 10

9 9 8 9 University of North Carolina: Kenan-Flagler US 6 4 9 2 3 32 3

10 7 8 8 Cranfield School of Management UK 7 7 10 12 18 15 16

11 21 22 18 Insead France/Singapore/UAE 22 22 20 15 16 31 17

12 6 4 7 Esade Business School Spain 29 28 28 27 26 11 33

13= 13 12 13 Ipade Mexico 5 2 4 9 1 70 7

13= 15 17 15 University of Chicago: Booth US/UK/Singapore 13 10 19 25 15 25 15

15 - - - Shanghai Jiao Tong University: Antai China 21 17 6 10 54 2 31

16 - - - National University of Singapore Business School Singapore 19 18 23 22 14 5 18

17 19 23 20 Edhec Business School France 9 8 15 6 7 10 9

18= 18 13 16 Harvard Business School US 17 25 14 8 20 56 8

18= 31 55 35 MIT: Sloan US 11 12 11 16 8 27 13

20 22 19 20 Thunderbird School of Global Management at ASU US 18 26 17 20 23 20 19

21 17 34 24 Georgetown University: McDonough US 16 15 18 19 12 18 25

22 16 11 16 Ashridge UK 24 20 22 30 29 14 26

23 23 19 22 University of Oxford: Saïd UK 15 9 16 17 17 29 11

24 19 7 17 Babson Executive Education US 23 21 25 23 21 21 23

25 25 32 27 Essec Business School France/Singapore 28 24 37 35 19 19 27

26 40 39 35 Melbourne Business School, Mt Eliza Australia 26 27 21 26 30 9 30

27 51 30 36 ESMT - European School of Mgt and Technology Germany 20 23 26 28 32 43 20

28 56 38 41 ESCP Europe France/UK/Germany/Spain/Italy 37 33 39 38 33 33 35

29 50 44 41 Henley Business School UK 38 34 27 36 28 6 36

30 39 29 33 IAE Business School Argentina 30 45 30 37 53 48 46

31 29 31 30 Stockholm School of Economics Sweden/Russia/Latvia 47 32 38 47 49 52 22

32 33 53 39 University of Michigan: Ross US 53 53 29 18 37 28 28

33 27 16 25 Fundação Dom Cabral Brazil 25 19 34 32 22 26 40

FinancialTimesExecutiveEducation2015
The top85 customisedprogrammeproviders (continuedoverleaf)
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The first 10 criteria, up to “Future use”, are rated
by the companies that commissioned executive
courses; the last five are based on data
reported by business schools. These criteria
are presented in rank form, with the leading
school in each column ranked number one. The
final two criteria are for information only and
do not inform the ranking. Figures in brackets
show the weight each criterion contributes to
the overall ranking. The weighting accorded to
the first nine criteria, from preparation to value
for money, accounts for 72 per cent of the total
ranking’s weight. It is determined by the level of
importance that clients attach to each.

Preparation (8.3): the level of interaction
between client and school, the extent to
which clients’ ideas were integrated into the
programme and the effectiveness of the school
in integrating its latest research.

Programmedesign (8.5): the flexibility of
the course and the willingness of schools to
complement their faculty with external experts.

Teachingmethodsandmaterials (7.9): the
extent to which teaching methods and materials
were contemporary and appropriate, balancing
academic rigour and practical relevance.

Faculty (8.5): the quality of teaching and the
extent to which teaching staff worked together
to present a coherent programme.

Newskills and learning (8.3): the relevance
of skills gained to the workplace, the ease with
which they were implemented and the extent to
which the course encouraged new thinking.

Follow-up (7.2): the extent and effectiveness of
follow-up offered after the course participants
returned to their workplaces.

Aimsachieved (8.4): the extent to which
academic and business expectations were met
and the quality of feedback from individual
participants to course commissioners.

Facilities (7.2): a rating of the learning
environment’s quality and convenience and of
supporting resources and facilities.

Value formoney (7.7): clients’ rating of the
programme’s design, teaching and materials
in terms of value for money.
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Highest riser:EsCPEurope
In spite of a difficult year for the business
school, with a change of dean, ESCPhas built
on its European credentials. The school,
which has campuses in Paris, London, Berlin,
Madrid andTurin,movedup the customised
programme ranking 28 places to 28th. Like
many schools under the auspices of the
French chambers of commerce, ESCPwill
be looking to these short courses to shore up
its revenues as cuts in government funding
start to bite. —DB
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15

6 3 9 5 5 3 3 1 39(3) - 1

30 7 6 10 23 28 21 5 37(3) - 2

14 9 14 3 1 2 9 13 39(3) - 3

41 8 8 8 2 21 10 6 49(3) 73.5*** 4

49 2 2 26 17 35 63 65 13(2) - 5

12 12 20 6 28 59 13 2 48(3) - 6

11 5 5 35 44 13 34 21 37(3) - 7

3 18 10 1 29 71 31 27 26(3) - 8

4 1 11 38 51 74 78 48 29(3) 21.7** 9

50 16 19 12 4 7 26 39 44(3) - 10

16 25 37 7 11 31 1 3 39(3) - 11

17 23 12 9 8 4 8 8 33(3) - 12

2 6 7 68 80 74 42 76 36(3) - 13=

7 10 3 29 45 41 17 47 40(3) - 13=

37 4 1 63 62 26 54 79 11(1) - 15

13 15 13 54 48 23 14 26 19(1) - 16

5 13 4 69 57 74 84 77 26(3) - 17

8 14 23 16 24 50 11 41 65(3) 165.4*** 18=

10 17 44 45 52 48 5 59 30(3) 21.1 18=

47 19 40 13 10 61 4 9 42(3) - 20

21 11 34 26 35 11 44 45 26(3) 5.1* 21

25 41 36 2 3 45 32 14 46(3) 33.3** 22

43 29 45 20 18 68 46 43 50(3) 25.4** 23

31 22 15 62 40 10 16 54 31(3) - 24

34 31 31 28 12 22 37 23 33(3) - 25

36 27 56 56 15 15 49 37 31(3) - 26

23 28 33 11 45 30 57 24 47(3) - 27

35 39 35 4 16 27 30 16 43(3) - 28

39 37 59 43 38 51 7 46 35(3) - 29

1 49 28 22 34 25 15 42 34(3) - 30

42 34 42 33 9 1 43 61 33(3) - 31

27 26 26 60 42 53 29 56 27(3) - 32

48 45 22 47 60 38 69 31 38(3) - 33
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34 34 - - Ceibs China 33 30 42 48 35 30 45

35 47 56 46 Emory University: Goizueta US 31 37 35 21 25 42 29

36 32 24 31 University of Virginia: Darden US 36 35 33 24 34 65 24

37 43 49 43 University of St Gallen Switzerland 27 29 51 33 24 66 34

38= 36 26 33 UCLA: Anderson US 45 38 32 41 31 39 41

38= 47 58 48 Universidad de los Andes Colombia 32 36 31 39 27 23 55

40 55 63 53 Incae Business School Costa Rica/Nicaragua 56 51 49 51 42 46 57

41 28 40 36 Northwestern University: Kellogg US 52 42 58 58 39 49 32

42 37 28 36 Columbia Business School US 42 41 53 34 36 57 43

43 38 43 41 Vlerick Business School Belgium 46 39 44 44 40 47 39

44 - - - Peking University: Guanghua China 40 52 24 31 47 8 21

45 45 33 41 Western University: Ivey Canada 44 31 46 29 51 76 44

46 44 24 38 Boston University School of Management US 50 57 54 40 38 67 37

47 26 21 31 University of Pennsylvania: Wharton US 55 59 50 43 57 72 42

48 62 - - Manchester Business School UK 41 49 47 60 48 24 53

49 52 36 46 Insper Brazil 39 47 48 53 41 45 54

50 41 27 39 EMLyon Business School France 54 55 40 56 44 68 47

51 61 54 55 Católica Lisbon School of Business and Economics Portugal 51 60 55 49 50 44 52

52 30 51 44 Carnegie Mellon: Tepper US 43 40 36 42 58 63 49

53 53 52 53 University of Pretoria, Gibs South Africa 34 43 45 54 46 62 50

54 59 45 53 AGSM at UNSW Business School Australia 35 46 52 46 60 17 51

55 24 41 40 Washington University: Olin US 49 48 43 45 45 78 38

56 64 65 62 University of Cape Town GSB South Africa 48 56 65 64 56 59 61

57 - - - Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore India 59 58 57 52 43 64 60

58 54 41 51 Aalto University Finland/Singapore 65 54 41 50 52 55 48

59 58 48 55 University of Texas at Austin: McCombs US 58 50 56 55 55 71 59

60 60 - - Imperial College Business School UK 57 44 64 57 61 54 56

61 66 66 64 Eada Business School Barcelona Spain 61 65 59 62 62 53 62

62 42 46 50 University of Toronto: Rotman Canada 62 63 60 61 59 60 58

63 70 - - QUT Business School Australia 64 61 63 65 70 69 70

64 69 68 67 Irish Management Institute Ireland 70 68 66 69 73 34 69

65 79 70 71 BI Norwegian Business School Norway 68 72 68 72 63 41 66

66 67 47 60 Tias Business School Netherlands 66 62 70 68 64 50 65

67 - - - University of Cambridge: Judge UK 72 69 77 79 67 51 72

68 72 56 65 Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University Netherlands 69 66 61 67 66 73 68

69 73 - - Nova School of Business and Economics Portugal 74 70 62 63 69 83 63

70= 63 59 64 Porto Business School Portugal 63 67 71 66 71 36 76

70= 77 - - University of Alberta Canada 60 64 73 59 77 61 73

72 - - - Sun Yat-Sen Business School China 67 74 69 71 72 13 78

73= 68 64 68 USB Executive Development South Africa 77 77 75 75 79 37 75

73= 78 - - Wits Business School South Africa 71 71 72 73 75 77 64

75 75 62 71 Universidad Adolfo Ibañez Chile 75 76 76 78 76 58 71

76 65 50 64 Politecnico di Milano School of Management Italy 78 78 79 74 74 38 77

77 76 - - Nyenrode Business Universiteit Netherlands 73 75 74 76 68 75 74

78 71 67 72 NHH Norway 76 73 67 70 78 82 67

79 - - - Lagos Business School Nigeria 82 79 78 77 82 79 82

80 74 60 71 Grenoble Graduate School of Business France 79 81 81 80 80 80 79

81 - - - Kedge Business School France 81 83 84 82 84 85 83

82 - 69 - Esan Peru 84 82 80 81 81 35 81

83 - - - Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad India 85 85 83 83 65 84 80

84 80 - - Skema Business School France 83 84 85 84 85 74 84

85 - - - Frankfurt School of Finance and Management Germany 80 80 82 85 83 81 85

FinancialTimesExecutiveEducation2015
The top85 customisedprogrammeproviders
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Key continued

Future use (8.0): the likelihood of clients using
the same school again for other customised
programmes, and whether they would
recommission the same programme.

International clients (5.0): the percentage of
clients with headquarters outside the business
school’s base country and region.

International participants (3.0): the extent
to which customised programmes have
participants frommore than one country.

Overseas programmes (4.0): the international
reach of the school’s customised programme
teaching.

Partner schools (3.0): the quantity and
quality of programmes developed or taught in
conjunction with other business schools.

Faculty diversity (5.0): the diversity of school
faculty according to nationality and gender.

Total responses: the number of individual
surveys completed by the school’s clients.
Figures in brackets indicate the number of years
of survey data counted towards the ranking.

Custom revenues: the income from
customised programmes in 2014 in $m,
provided optionally by schools. Revenues are
converted into US$ using the average dollar
currency exchange rates for 2014.

Footnotes
† These data are provided for information only.
For schools whosemain headquarters are
outside the US, figures are based on average
dollar currency exchange rates for 2014.
‡ The first figure refers to the number of
individual surveys completed by clients of
the business school. The figure in brackets
indicates the total number of years of survey
data included in this ranking. Data are retained
for those schools that participated in the 2014
or 2013 ranking but were not ranked in that
year. * Includes revenue from food. ** Includes
revenue from food and accommodation.
*** Aggregate total for open and customised
programmes. Although the headline ranking
figures show changes in the data year to year,
the pattern of clustering among schools is
equally significant. About 350 points separate
the top school, Iese, from the school ranked
number 85. The top 10 business schools, from
Iese to Cranfield School of Management,
form the top group of custom providers. The
second group is lead by Insead and the third by
Universidad Adolfo Ibañez. The top and bottom
schools in the second group are separated by
175 points; in the third group there is a 85-point
gap between top and bottom.

Business school survey
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58 24 25 64 69 62 24 10 38(2) - 34

26 21 47 15 80 74 80 73 17(3) - 35

15 20 51 57 31 33 68 72 43(3) - 36

20 50 67 19 21 66 48 40 40(3) 5.7* 37

45 35 58 44 25 24 53 34 33(3) - 38

22 30 21 70 72 74 62 75 41(3) - 38

18 59 41 39 59 70 6 4 24(3) - 40

33 47 38 31 19 8 33 52 21(3) - 41

52 58 54 23 64 9 20 19 26(3) - 42

59 42 24 17 27 42 47 49 54(3) 8.3 43

53 32 63 66 63 39 74 81 5(1) - 44

32 38 50 46 78 67 39 18 34(3) - 45

46 46 55 18 33 17 12 55 22(3) - 46

28 54 46 21 20 6 23 50 38(3) - 47

29 55 39 58 80 74 18 33 28(3) - 48

9 33 49 82 64 64 55 57 29(3) - 49

77 56 18 25 7 65 38 15 32(3) - 50

44 52 27 32 30 20 45 22 52(3) 5.3 51

55 36 53 40 55 55 36 58 29(3) - 52

51 53 16 41 39 36 51 67 45(3) - 53

84 65 69 55 32 5 52 11 21(3) - 54

24 40 29 61 74 72 83 80 19(3) 4.1** 55

71 60 17 50 45 14 25 32 22(3) - 56

38 51 43 83 49 34 21 85 22(2) 4.1** 57

56 43 72 51 22 74 67 70 39(3) 6.0 58

54 48 61 74 55 29 28 64 33(3) - 59

65 69 65 24 50 74 66 7 20(2) - 60

82 57 52 36 71 44 50 30 40(3) - 61

64 44 84 73 80 52 59 36 18(3) - 62

40 82 73 52 58 58 40 17 32(3) 5.4* 63

74 73 57 53 26 32 56 38 54(3) - 64

57 63 74 59 13 19 71 60 46(3) - 65

81 61 32 30 41 47 77 51 36(3) - 66

66 75 71 49 35 18 2 29 18(1) - 67

80 68 77 14 64 74 27 27 49(3) - 68

60 62 62 48 80 60 40 62 33(2) 2.3* 69

73 77 60 77 76 12 79 84 89(3) - 70=

61 67 80 84 67 68 73 35 25(2) 5.4* 70=

68 64 78 76 35 37 82 62 20(1) 9.4 72

19 71 48 85 77 73 70 71 29(3) - 73=

79 66 30 80 54 56 64 19 11(2) 5.0* 73=

72 80 68 67 70 57 19 68 27(3) - 75

75 74 75 71 53 49 60 78 42(3) - 76

76 72 79 72 73 54 81 44 48(3) 10.6** 77

70 70 76 75 61 43 85 73 22(3) - 78

62 76 64 78 80 63 35 66 10(1) 2.2* 79

69 83 83 34 14 16 58 25 57(3) 5.0* 80

63 79 66 42 6 74 76 52 19(2) - 81

85 78 70 81 79 74 75 69 11(2) 3.2 82

67 81 81 79 75 46 61 82 5(1) 3.4** 83

83 84 82 37 43 40 64 12 28(3) - 84

78 85 85 65 68 74 72 83 12(1) - 85
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Open-enrolment programmes

Topforopenprogrammes: iMD
IMD, the Swiss executive education specialist, is
proving its stayingpower in theopen-enrolment
marketwith its fourth consecutive ranking at
number one. The school is oneof only four
institutions in the top 10 in both theopen-
enrolment andcustomisedprogrammerankings.
This success comes in spite of the expenseof
IMD’s programmes, caused inpart by the strength
of the Swiss franc. As IMDpresidentDominique
Turpinputs it: “Wewere expensive. Nowweare
becoming a luxury.” —DellaBradshaw

TopinLatinamerica:FundaçãoDomCabral
Withoneof the largest numbers of faculty
dedicated to executive education, plusmany
international partners, FDC is thepowerhouse
of executive education in LatinAmerica. The
Brazilian school has consistently been thebest
LatinAmericanbusiness school in theexecutive
education rankings for thepast 10years. FDC
wasoneof the biggest risers in this year’s open
ranking, up 11 places to 12th, improving in all
criteria ratedbyparticipants. It also rose to 16th
in the combined table. —LaurentOrtmans

Participantsurvey
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1 1 1 1 IMD Switzerland 2 6 2 2 3 2 6

2 3 7 4 HEC Paris France 12 9 6 15 15 1 5

3 6 2 4 Iese Business School Spain 17 12 14 19 26 6 2

4 6 4 5 Harvard Business School US 9 11 1 3 1 5 18

5= 2 5 4 University of Chicago: Booth US/UK/Singapore 1 1 13 7 8 7 11

5= 9 16 10 Center for Creative Leadership US/Belgium/Singapore/Russia 10 5 3 5 11 9 10

7= 5 6 6 Insead France/Singapore/UAE 21 8 8 11 4 16 22

7= 9 9 8 Esade Business School Spain 18 15 19 21 29 11 1

9 11 10 10 University of Michigan: Ross US 6 3 10 4 7 3 12

10 15 12 12 University of Oxford: Saïd UK 23 14 12 10 6 13 7

11 3 14 9 University of Virginia: Darden US 4 2 4 1 16 14 41

12 23 23 19 Fundação Dom Cabral Brazil 7 10 9 20 36 12 9

13 18 16 16 ESMT - European School of Mgt and Technology Germany 15 18 11 14 19 31 8

14 16 18 16 Northwestern University: Kellogg US 16 7 5 6 12 18 32

15= 8 8 10 Stanford Graduate School of Business US 11 22 33 12 2 19 34

15= 12 19 15 Essec Business School France/Singapore 22 25 18 33 18 10 4

17= 13 12 14 London Business School UK 24 27 20 16 9 24 21

17= 17 26 20 Washington University: Olin US 3 4 7 8 30 4 47

19 20 15 18 University of Toronto: Rotman Canada 8 13 17 9 27 8 29

20= 22 22 21 Western University: Ivey Canada 14 17 28 13 25 36 39

20= 25 21 22 Columbia Business School US 29 16 16 22 13 29 17

20= 24 28 24 Kaist College of Business South Korea 13 20 15 27 42 15 3

23 19 11 18 University of Pennsylvania: Wharton US 25 19 30 23 10 34 30

24 29 29 27 Ceibs China 5 24 27 24 37 17 19

25 30 27 27 MIT: Sloan US 28 32 22 17 5 22 52

26 14 3 14 Thunderbird School of Global Management at ASU US 19 23 23 18 14 32 31

27= 27 20 25 University of St Gallen Switzerland 20 39 21 26 28 30 38

27= 28 24 26 Queen's School of Business Canada 35 26 26 25 34 39 20

29= 35 32 32 IE Business School Spain 37 35 54 45 31 26 25

29= 41 34 35 ESCP Europe France/UK/Germany/Spain/Italy 46 43 46 47 32 25 26

31 20 - - UCLA: Anderson US 26 28 29 34 17 28 44

32 36 41 36 Vlerick Business School Belgium 36 31 24 38 46 23 14

33= 26 25 28 Cranfield School of Management UK 32 37 35 39 20 42 13

33= 31 40 35 Henley Business School UK 39 21 25 28 35 21 48

35 39 45 40 York University: Schulich Canada 30 30 36 30 23 47 69

36 33 31 33 Ashridge UK 34 40 32 31 22 51 27

37 37 36 37 Stockholm School of Economics Sweden/Russia/Latvia 27 29 31 37 59 35 24

38 40 42 40 Católica Lisbon School of Business and Economics Portugal 33 41 40 42 48 53 40

FinancialTimesExecutiveEducation2015
The top 75open-enrolment programmeproviders (continuedoverleaf)
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Footnotes:page31

Topasianschool:kaist
Kaist College of Business continues to beoneof
the best providers of open coursesworldwide
and the top inAsia. The SouthKorean school,
established 19years ago, climbed four places to
20th in this year’s ranking, entering the top 20
for the first time. The schoolwas rated third for
the level of follow-upoffered after participants
returned to theirworkplaces. That the courses
are directed atKorean companies explainswhy
it is rankedbottom in termsof the international
diversity of its participants and faculty. —LO

Key to the2015 rankings

The first 10 criteria are rated by programme
participants; the next six are based on data
submitted by the business schools. These
criteria are presented in rank form, apart
from female participants (%), with the leading
school in each column ranked number one.
Revenue data are provided for information
only and do not inform the ranking. Figures
in brackets show the weight each criterion
contributes to the overall ranking. The
weighting accorded to the first 10 criteria,
from preparation to facilities, accounts for
80 per cent of the total ranking’s weight. It is
determined by the level of importance that
participants attach to each.

Preparation (7.7): the provision of advanced
information on programme content ,and the
participant selection process.

Coursedesign (8.6): the flexibility of the
course and appropriateness of class size,
structure and design.

Teachingmethodsandmaterials (8.3): the
extent to which teaching methods and materials
were contemporary and appropriate and
included a suitable mix of academic rigour and
practical relevance.

Faculty (8.7): the quality of the teaching and
the extent to which teaching staff worked
together to present a coherent programme.

Qualityofparticipants (7.9): the extent to
which other participants were of the appropriate
managerial and academic standard, the
international diversity of participants and the
quality of interaction among peers.

Newskills and learning (8.8): the relevance
of skills gained to the workplace, the ease with
which they were implemented and the extent
to which the course encouraged new ways of
thinking.

Follow-up (7.3): the level of follow-up offered
after participants returned to their workplaces
and networking opportunities with fellow
participants.

Aimsachieved (8.6): the extent to which
personal and professional expectations were
met and the likelihood that participants would
recommend the programme.

Methodology
availableonlineat

ft.com/execed

Businessschoolsurvey
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2 3 8 21% 2 7 44 53 2 - 1

10 25 15 44% 5 8 1 22 4 - 2

14 14 9 42% 16 11 2 1 1 - 3

1 6 4 23% 4 20 27 26 27 165.4*** 4

7 8 3 26% 20 26 37 40 44 - 5=

4 13 6 38% 23 42 8 24 50 - 5=

6 21 2 23% 1 33 19 25 3 - 7=

17 15 12 39% 27 3 12 2 7 - 7=

3 4 7 32% 34 75 6 19 47 - 9

15 17 10 31% 6 51 16 17 26 - 10

8 2 1 36% 24 44 63 44 72 - 11

12 12 11 39% 30 62 24 6 34 - 12

5 10 5 27% 36 12 60 34 13 - 13

16 9 20 39% 21 27 49 48 52 - 14

11 1 14 29% 13 59 35 36 32 - 15=

22 46 16 44% 28 24 7 9 20 - 15=

21 19 18 24% 3 31 39 12 5 73.5*** 17=

9 5 45 45% 51 6 58 66 73 - 17=

13 24 73 48% 57 30 47 29 33 - 19

19 11 24 29% 42 48 4 66 28 - 20=

24 36 32 34% 9 66 39 60 12 - 20=

18 37 13 22% 75 54 17 13 75 - 20=

23 7 19 26% 19 50 53 50 38 - 23

29 34 21 30% 48 52 26 41 9 - 24

28 26 17 17% 7 40 65 57 46 12.7** 25

27 39 26 77% 43 74 21 20 11 - 26

31 20 27 31% 39 57 31 51 31 21.3* 27=

25 16 22 37% 70 60 28 66 35 - 27=

50 29 25 38% 14 22 20 43 6 - 29=

34 51 28 49% 8 17 14 11 30 - 29=

38 44 36 40% 35 70 50 47 21 - 31

26 38 34 35% 52 63 54 38 43 11.0 32

33 31 30 30% 41 64 71 63 29 - 33=

30 35 65 40% 40 23 33 66 42 - 33=

45 30 41 38% 44 39 18 15 10 - 35

36 27 47 37% 25 32 69 66 40 8.7** 36

20 33 55 45% 60 38 52 42 63 - 37

48 28 40 48% 26 29 29 10 36 6.3* 38
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Top 10s by criteria

Topforqualityofparticipants Topfor follow-up

Rank Business school Rank Business school

1 Esade Business School 6 IMD

2 Iese Business School 7 University of Oxford: Saïd

3 Kaist College of Business 8 ESMT

4 Essec Business School 9 Fundação Dom Cabral

5 HEC Paris 10 Centre for Creative L’ship

Rank Business school Rank Business school

1 Harvard Business School 6 University of Oxford: Saïd

2 Stanford GSB 7 University of Michigan: Ross

3 IMD 8 University of Chicago: Booth

4 Insead 9 London Business School

5 MIT: Sloan 10 U of Pennsylvania: Wharton

Participantsurvey

2015 2014 2013
3-year
average school Country P
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39 31 30 33 SDA Bocconi Italy 48 34 37 36 58 44 15

40 34 35 36 Universidad de los Andes Colombia 38 47 42 48 54 20 43

41 50 50 47 EMLyon Business School France 43 48 48 46 41 33 37

42 43 43 43 Incae Business School Costa Rica/Nicaragua 53 60 55 52 21 38 67

43= 43 33 40 Melbourne Business School, Mt Eliza Australia 51 45 45 29 40 50 33

43= 52 49 48 Aalto University Finland/Singapore 31 38 47 50 55 41 51

43= 49 51 48 University of British Columbia: Sauder Canada 44 46 52 35 39 60 35

46 38 38 41 Insper Brazil 40 36 38 44 67 40 68

47 50 45 47 AGSM at UNSW Business School Australia 52 42 34 32 44 55 59

48 42 43 44 University of Pretoria, Gibs South Africa 41 53 41 41 47 49 42

49 46 47 47 Edhec Business School France 55 68 50 57 51 45 36

50 - - - University of Cambridge: Judge UK 49 44 56 51 24 57 54

51= 45 37 44 NHH Norway 59 33 44 40 72 46 45

51= 48 48 49 Nyenrode Business Universiteit Netherlands 42 52 39 58 62 37 28

53 53 63 56 Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore India 47 49 43 43 70 27 64

54 - - - Peking University: Guanghua China 45 57 58 62 56 52 16

55 47 38 47 IAE Business School Argentina 50 63 67 54 64 66 57

56 57 61 58 Eada Business School Barcelona Spain 67 58 60 55 60 54 49

57 61 56 58 USB Executive Development South Africa 60 56 53 56 50 43 70

58 58 59 58 Grenoble Graduate School of Business France 74 70 69 69 53 65 46

59 55 55 56 Lagos Business School Nigeria 58 59 62 63 61 56 61

60 60 58 59 Nova School of Business and Economics Portugal 66 64 61 61 65 61 50

61 56 60 59 Solvay Brussels School of Economics and Management Belgium 54 51 49 60 38 62 62

62= 70 69 67 BI Norwegian Business School Norway 63 65 59 64 69 64 73

62= - - - Boston University School of Management US 57 50 57 59 43 75 71

64 - - - National University of Singapore Business School Singapore 65 62 66 66 33 74 63

65 66 - - University of Alberta Canada 62 54 63 49 45 68 65

66 69 - - Fundação Instituto de Administração Brazil 64 61 64 68 57 59 58

67 - - - Ipade Mexico 56 67 71 67 63 58 53

68 59 54 60 Saint Paul Escola de Negocios Brazil 61 55 51 53 73 48 66

69 - - - Sun Yat-Sen Business School China 68 74 74 74 49 69 23

70 62 62 65 Wits Business School South Africa 71 69 68 71 68 63 75

71 63 57 64 Tias Business School Netherlands 69 66 65 65 71 67 74

72 67 70 70 Kedge Business School France 72 73 72 72 52 72 60

73 64 68 68 Porto Business School Portugal 70 71 70 73 74 73 55

74 68 70 71 American University in Cairo School of Business Egypt 73 72 73 70 66 71 56

75 65 66 69 Centrum Católica Peru 75 75 75 75 75 70 72

FinancialTimesExecutiveEducation2015
The top 75open-enrolment programmeproviders
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Keycontinued

Foodandaccommodation (6.6): a rating of
the quality of food and accommodation.

Facilities (7.5): a rating of the learning
environment’s quality and convenience, and of
supporting resources and facilities.

Femaleparticipants (2.0): the percentage of
female course participants.

Internationalparticipants (3.0): an
amalgamation of the percentage of participants
from outside the school’s base country and region.

Repeatbusinessandgrowth (5.0): an
amalgamation of growth in revenues and
percentage of repeat business.

International location (3.0): the extent to
which programmes are run outside the school’s
base country and region.

Partner schools (3.0): the quantity and quality
of programmes taught in conjunction with other
business schools.

Facultydiversity (4.0): the diversity of school
faculty according to nationality and gender.

Open-enrolment revenues: the income from
open programmes in 2014 in $m, provided
optionally by schools. Revenues are converted
into US$ using the average dollar currency
exchange rates for 2014.

Footnotes
† These data are provided for information only.
For schools whose main headquarters are
outside the US, figures are based on average
dollar currency exchange rates for 2014.
* Includes revenue from food. ** Includes
revenue from food and accommodation.
*** Aggregate total for open and customised
programmes. Although the headline ranking
figures show changes in the data year to year,
the pattern of clustering among the schools is
equally significant. Some 300 points separate
the top school from the one ranked 75. The top
11 schools, from IMD to University of Virginia:
Darden, form the elite providers. The second
group runs from Fundação Dom Cabral to USB
Executive Development at 57; some 150 points
separate these two. The third group is headed
by Grenoble Graduate School of Business.

Top for aims achieved

Rank Business school Rank Business school

1 Harvard Business School 6 Insead

2 IMD 7 Univ of Chicago: Booth

3 Univ of Michigan: Ross 8 Univ of Virginia: Darden

4 Centre for Creative L’ship 9 Washington University: Olin

5 ESMT 10 HEC Paris

Business school survey
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41 48 39 39% 31 46 61 30 19 - 39

40 52 31 45% 29 61 32 5 68 - 40

37 74 37 41% 32 36 22 8 15 - 41

49 58 54 45% 12 21 3 28 8 - 42

42 42 60 32% 38 53 43 27 23 - 43=

35 50 51 55% 45 34 30 23 48 4.2* 43=

43 22 61 47% 59 16 70 66 16 - 43=

54 45 29 42% 50 2 73 33 54 - 46

46 40 53 41% 62 18 74 66 25 - 47

53 43 23 45% 49 65 42 46 64 - 48

51 62 38 19% 22 9 9 13 58 - 49

44 47 42 30% 10 68 74 66 24 - 50

32 18 62 37% 61 69 5 66 60 - 51=

39 53 49 27% 72 15 63 56 66 11.0** 51=

57 23 33 17% 69 25 67 62 74 5.1** 53

59 41 35 25% 56 58 38 21 67 - 54

55 32 44 28% 15 14 13 7 41 - 55

69 54 52 45% 11 45 34 18 37 - 56

52 66 63 45% 37 19 25 55 65 - 57

66 71 57 44% 18 4 9 4 18 10.1** 58

58 57 56 32% 64 55 51 39 53 4.5* 59

62 49 66 39% 46 41 14 66 55 2.5* 60

47 68 75 33% 33 71 57 54 59 - 61

63 61 50 50% 55 13 44 65 51 - 62=

68 55 43 43% 47 72 56 37 49 - 62=

71 60 46 31% 17 49 71 49 17 - 64

61 65 72 49% 71 43 62 60 71 2.0* 65

64 69 58 44% 66 37 39 32 69 - 66

56 56 59 18% 67 73 23 16 62 - 67

60 73 71 42% 68 35 66 31 57 - 68

70 63 48 38% 54 5 35 35 61 - 69

67 64 69 41% 74 1 68 52 21 6.8* 70

65 59 74 40% 58 47 48 64 56 - 71

72 70 67 51% 73 28 55 59 45 - 72

73 67 64 36% 63 67 59 58 70 - 73

74 72 68 42% 53 56 44 44 39 - 74

75 75 70 49% 65 10 11 3 14 - 75
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Chellie Spiller of
theUniversity of
AucklandBusiness
School, left

TheMaori way
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Progress
on paper

J
oy Furnival was not after
certificates but a move up
the career ladder when
she completed the masters
in leadership (quality

improvement) course at Ashridge
Business School in the UK.

At the time, she was more concerned
about moving forward in her job as head
of transformation at a National Health
Service trust than about mentioning to
others the certificate she had received
on passing her exams.

“I went on the Ashridge programme,
not for the certificate but to improve
and enhance my skills in the healthcare
sector,” she says.

However, her attitude has changed
since she took the course. She now
sees the certificate as a stepping stone
to further her career with her current
and future employers. If it had not
been for her course at Ashridge, she
would not now be studying for a PhD at
Manchester Business School.

“It has provided me with an
accreditation, a charter mark, that
potential employers can see on my CV as
a qualification they can value and trust,”
she says. “More importantly, it has led to
significant career development, which
otherwise I would not have expected or
been able to do.”

It appears Furnival is not alone
in seeing a value to certificated
qualifications. Executive education used
to be just about completing courses,
often paid for by large employers, but
increasingly the pieces of paper students
receive have been given special status.
Certification for executive education
is on the rise.

Although certificates are already
provided on many of the executive
education programmes run by the top
business schools — and can be found
proudly framed on their students’
office walls — many of these schools
have created additional levels of study
that can earn those prepared to put in
the extra work an even more exclusive
piece of paper.

At Insead near Paris, for instance,
students on the corporate governance
programme have an option to submit an
additional dissertation, for which they
receive an extra certificate.

This additional prize is not just
attractive to the students, but a way for
the school to show its position as an
expert in the field and strengthen its
network of course students, according to
Mark Roberts, Insead’s associate dean
for executive education.

“There was a strategic decision by
the school that we wanted to be a leader
in that space and [the certificated
dissertation] was part of that,” he says,
noting that there has been an uptick
in the number of students looking to
receive the additional certification in the
four years the programme has run.

“It has a positive impact on the
school if you do [a certification
programme] well,” Roberts adds.
“But it is also [a help] for board
members who complete the course.
For those who get this certificate it

Certificatedcoursesaregaininginpopularity
andstanding,writesJonathanMoules

>

Changeof attitude:
JoyFurnival has
foundher certificate
has been asmuch
about furthering her
career as about skills
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makes them more desirable as a board
executive.”

In Pennsylvania, Wharton has
created the certificate of professional
development (CPD) to recognise
students who complete four or more of
its executive education courses.

Several hundred people have now
gained this accreditation and Wharton
has created a place on its website to
feature them, forming a connection
to the school for executive education
students, who are not entitled to
describe themselves as Wharton alumni,
unlike MBA graduates.

“People do put it on their résumé and
often they will link our web page to their
LinkedIn account,” says Maria Pitone,
practice leader of general management
programmes at Wharton. “It shows
they have been investing in their
education. In many ways they are our
ambassadors.”

Pitone has been in the executive
education team at Wharton for several
years and says she has seen interest
increase in earning certificates that
show a deeper level of education in a
particular subject.

“People take personal development
very seriously,” she says. “Many of
those who get the CPD already have
quite advanced degrees but want to
show commitment to their ongoing
education.”

The interest in personal development
is particularly evident in emerging
markets, according to Wharton’s
enrolment figures. In the US, more than
90 per cent of the participants who do
the CPD at Wharton are sponsored by
their employer. In India, however, where
Wharton offers a certificate called the
accelerated development programme,
about a third of participants pay their
own fees with no contribution from
their employer.

Martin Lockett, dean of academic
development at Ashridge, says most
organisations do not appreciate the
rigorous nature of UK qualifications
when they ask about certification
— whether as a higher education
qualification or a vocational one.
A postgraduate certificate requires
about 600 hours of learning at
masters level at Ashridge, according
to Lockett.
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Academic rigour:
AshridgeBusiness
School,where
postgraduate
certificates require
some600hours of
study atmasters level

“The UK has strict regulation
to preserve its educational brand,
so Ashridge has had to go through
extensive reviews in order to award its
own degrees,” he says. “The trend at
Ashridge is to do more but never to give
away qualifications just for attending a
short programme.”

Saïd Business School at the
University of oxford awards
certificates to everyone who
completes open-enrolment
programmes. However, in recent
years it has introduced four
certificated diploma programmes
that provide students with a bridge

between executive education and the
school’s MBA programmes.

The people who enrol on these
courses, typically about 200 a

year, will be in their late 30s or early
40s and have completed an MBA and
some executive education courses and
want a bit more, according to Matthew
Conisbee, associate director for business
development on the executive degree
programmes.

In this way, certificated courses are
meeting a demand that neither executive
education nor MBA programmes could
reach, he says.

“We didn’t want to produce anything
that would cannibalise what we did
already,” he adds. “These are very
ambitious people, often investing in
themselves, rather than having the
course fees paid by their company.”

This individuality is reflected in
the finding that about a fifth of people
attending Saïd’s certificated programmes
set up their own business, often in
partnership with fellow students, after
completing the diplomas.

Many students are also looking to
improve their standing to get a board-
level position in a larger company,
Conisbee notes.

Having a piece of paper from
the business school attached to an
institution such as the University of
oxford can presumably go some way to
helping with this ambition.

‘ThetrendatAshridge is to
domorebutnever togive
awayqualifications just for
attendingashortprogramme’
Martin Lockett, Ashridge
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AMaori
journey

N
ot far from the sparkling
Waitemata harbour
sits the University of
auckland Business
school, where sharp

modern lines contrast with the carved
portals of the university’smarae
(meeting house). chellie spiller, the
new Zealand school’s associate dean for
Maori and Pacific, evokes the journey
of the waka, the Maori oceangoing
canoe, to explain the values taught on
auckland’s postgraduate diploma in
business in Maori development.

traditionally the wayfinder, the
navigator, “assumes the waka is
stationary and the world moves past”,
she says. “their job is to stay still, to
calibrate to the different signs: the star
path, the wind, the ocean currents.”
adaptability and taking account of the
conditions around you is key, whether
they are environmental or social.

the non-linear journey of the waka
represents the Maori strategic approach,
in contrast to the Pakeha (european)
mode, “to set the goal and plan the
most efficient linear route towards
accomplishing that goal”, Dr spiller says.
the wayfinder approach, she suggests,
is more attuned to the communal,
relationship-based Maori social model,
with a successful wayfinder needing to
display humarietanga (humility).

“it is about losing ego. that is hard,
and it is not how western society often
treats leaders,” she says.Humarietanga
sits with other core leadership values,
alongside kaitiakitanga (guardianship
of the environment), whanaungatanga

(nurturing of communities),
wairuatanga (spiritual dimensions)
andmanaakitanga (caring for
others). Underlying these are the “five
wellbeings” — spiritual, social, cultural,
environmental and economic — that are
the basis of the holistic Maori approach.

Dr spiller is steering the latest
students on the two-year part-time
diploma taught by the Graduate school
of Management (which offers an option
of a masters in the third year). there are
28 students, aged between 24 and 59, of
whom 18 are women.

the course is aimed at established
leaders from business, government and
community organisations, including the
burgeoning Maori health and training
sectors. entry criteria are a degree and
two years of relevant experience, or
five years in a relevant managerial role.
Most students work so the course is in
the evenings. Participants pay fees of
nZ$15,438 ($18,856) and receive a study
grant of nZ$5,000 from the school.

the course is intended to meet the
needs of an expanding “Maori economy”,
which has grown from an asset base
of nZ$9.4bn in 2001 to nZ$37bn in

‘[Thetraditionalwayfinder
approach] isabout losing
ego.That ishard,andit is
nothowwesternsociety
oftentreats leaders’
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AncientwisdomishelpingindigenousNewZealand
studentsnavigatemodernbusiness.ByConradHeine
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2010, according to a report from the
government-appointed Maori economic
Development Panel. this includes
the assets of iwi (tribal) organisations,
under settlements to compensate Maori
for colonial land confiscations, and
almost nZ$26bn attributable to Maori
employers and self-employed. the figure
includes significant shares in tourism and
industries such as agriculture, fishing
and forestry. Iwi-based businesses, such
as Wakatu incorporation, owner of the



>

tohu wine brand, are beginning to make
an impact overseas.

the Maori economy needs “more
Maori in management and leadership
roles”, says Dr spiller. With Maori,
who comprise 15 per cent of the Kiwi
population, faring poorly in inequality
indicators, they need to find these roles
in their own way, she adds.

the development of the course has
traced that of the Maori economy. Dr
spiller’s predecessor, Prof Manuka

henare, co-founded the course in 1993,
as a Maori renaissance raised demand
for Maori business education. he
acknowledges the “remarkable Maori
business and economic recovery”, but
“the memory of the pittance [left under
land confiscations] remains”.

now it is about navigating the future.
Dr spiller says the course has helped
build “a mindblowing suite of Maori who
are talented and engaged”, including
recipients of auckland’s annual Maori

Business Leaders awards and iwi leaders
such as sonny tau, who is leading the
ngapuhi iwi, based north of auckland,
through negotiations for one of the final
compensation settlements.

“Most Maori values point to
relationships and reciprocity,” says
Dr spiller. students tend to form
themselves very quickly into a whanau
(family), where the emphasis is on
working together, though that does
not always make for plain sailing.

Looking ahead:
Chellie Spiller, outside
the traditionalmarae,
ormeeting house,
wantsmoreMaori in
management and
leadership roles
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the course is open to non-Maori and
not all teachers are Maori. it offers, says
Dr spiller, a “full suite of stock standard
business education”. as organisations
such as the Bank of new Zealand offer
specialised divisions to engage with the
Maori economy, graduates may not end
up in specifically Maori businesses. “all
new Zealand businesses have customers
who are Maori,” says Dr spiller.

however, the course is basically
about “the unique tensions Maori face
— the emphasis Maori place on certain
things”, according to Dr spiller. the
foundation course on Maori society
“goes right back into the history of
Maori as traders and businesspeople,
and takes it to the present day — that is
not going to happen on an MBa”.

the content often includes case
studies relevant to Maori people. Kiri
Dell, who finished the course in 2008,
remembers the accounts of ngai tahu,
a south island iwi and a success story of
the post-treaty settlements, being used
as a case study. she is doing a PhD to
researchMaori competitive advantage,
while running a corporate team-building
business based onMaori values. asMaori
move from focusing on compensation
to economic development, she says, “we
need more programmes like this”.

Johnnie Freeland, manager for Maori
strategy at auckland council, started
the course in 2002 and has returned
to complete outstanding credits. in
between, he has developed a bicultural
strategy for new Zealand’s largest city,
where a quarter of Maori live.

Dr spiller teaches the management
and governance paper. “We are able
to have a conversation about the kind
of challenges Maori face in organisations
today,” she says. “What, for example,
is your human resources strategy when
you believe inmana?”Mana, which
translates loosely as prestige, is a
core element of relationships and it
could make simply firing someone
difficult. “they might be part of your
community — you might be related to
them. You cannot have that conversation

easily in an MBa classroom,” she adds.
“the kinds of people we graduate

are exceptionally good at working
with complexity,” she adds. “they are
able to look at different perspectives
and give full consideration to different
value systems.” one assignment places
chinese shareholders in a Maori
business. With china becoming more
of a factor in new Zealand’s economy,
“when delegations are sent to china, the
Maori in the delegation will speak to the
relationships, make those connections
around ancestry and place, that are very
important in an asian context”.

By gaining such skills, both Dr spiller
and Prof henare hope to see Maori
taking their economic development on to
the global stage. Dr spiller, meanwhile,
plans to keep the wakamoving forward
and to stave off what she referred to in
an article this year as a “dark arm of
unhealthy corporatisation” reaching
into Maori enterprise. she believes that
in some cases traditional Maori values
are being compromised, with neglect of
values other than the economic.

By 2017, she hopes, in conjunction
with new Zealand’s seven other
university business schools, to have
transformed the diploma into a masters
programme and put teaching of Maori
economic development on a national
footing, which will mean students “are in
the waka the whole way through”.

‘Thekindsofpeoplewe
graduate…areable to look
atdifferentperspectives
andgivefull consideration
todifferentvaluesystems’
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Tracing theMaori
economy:University
ofAucklandBusiness
School, above, and
ManukaHenare, right
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A new angle

s
tatuesque and with a
patrician air, Andrea Sironi
could just as easily pass
for an Italian diplomat as
an academic. But since

October 2012 the highly regarded
finance professor has been using his
ambassadorial skills to promote one of
Italy’s most prestigious institutions, as
rector of Bocconi University in Milan.

Bocconi, one of Italy’s few private
universities, boasts an alumni list to die
for. Vittorio Colao, chief executive of
telecommunications company Vodafone,
Mario Monti, former Italian prime
minister, and even Dutch footballer
Clarence Seedorf studied there.
Though himself a Bocconi man

through and through — he studied and
has spent most of his working life there

Andreasironihassetout tooverturntheelitist
reputationof italy’sBocconi.BydellaBradshaw

Andreasironi

1964Born inMilan, Italy

1989Graduatedwithaneconomicsdegree
fromBocconi andwent towork inbanking

1995Returned toBocconi, initially asa researcher.
Todayhismain research interests are in risk
management in thefinancial sector

2000Becameavisiting scholar at theFederal
Reserve,WashingtonDC

2004–12Heldmanagerial positionsatBocconi
UniversityandSDABocconi, its graduate school

October2012BecamerectorofBocconiUniversity

VideO
Andrea Sironi in
conversation
with the FT’s
Della Bradshaw.
www.ft.com/
bized-video
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— Prof Sironi is on a mission to change
the school’s elitist reputation, which
he believes sits uneasily in Italy today.
“We need to promote social mobility,
which in our country is very, very weak.
It is very, very important for me to do
this and to communicate this.”
It is a message alumni have warmed

to, he says, and, crucially, are prepared
to fund. The school already has ¤24m
in scholarships and tuition waivers and
plans to increase that to ¤30m by 2020.
But it is a message that goes

beyond scholarships. Bocconi staff are
scouring local high schools to find the
brightest candidates. “We search for
young kids in the suburbs of Milan,”
says Prof Sironi.
Developing a social mobility agenda is

one of two priorities pinpointed by the
rector; the second is to make Bocconi a
big player on the world scene, not just a
household name in Italy.
It is an agenda to which Prof Sironi

has been working for at least a decade in
his managerial roles at Bocconi, notably
persuading professors they should teach
and publish their research in english,
rather than Italian. last year, he was
also appointed as chairman of Cems,
the network of international business
schools that teach masters programmes.
now his strategy involves ensuring

that all 1,400 Bocconi students — most
of whom study business — have some
kind of international experience.
As well as shoring up applications

at home, there is a real need to attract
more from abroad, he says. “Bocconi
has always relied on being a dominant
player in the country, but now there
is more mobility, especially at the
graduate level.”
While 71 per cent of MBA students

in 2014 were foreign, for example — up
from 60 per cent in 2010 — he wants
more. Recent economic problems in
Italy do not make this easy, but the city
of Milan plays an important role in
attracting students, believes Prof Sironi.
The city commands global respect

as a cultural centre —Milan fashion
week and la Scala opera are influential
worldwide. It also revels in a reputation
for good food and wine, is home to many
luxury goods companies and boasts two
of europe’s biggest football clubs.
“There are 170,000 students in [the

city],”says Prof Sironi. People like the
idea of moving to Milan — we enjoy a

“This will not increase the number
of students,” says Prof Sironi, but he
hopes those who do apply will be of a
higher quality.
In executive education, Bocconi

collaborates with top business schools
such as Wharton in the US and esade
in Spain in open-enrolment and
customised programmes. The recession,
combined with a tighter focus, has
meant that in the past few years the
school has halved its number of open-
enrolment programmes and seminars,
but growth is back on the agenda. “We
have an explicit objective to do more
international executive education,” says
Prof Sironi, who points to potential
corporate partners in Brazil and India.
The school could be successful in

India, where it was one of the first
european universities to invest, opening
a branch campus there three years ago.
But the development of the campus has
not been plain sailing. “It’s a huge effort
in terms of human resources,” admits
Prof Sironi. “Our faculty costs are
european; our revenues are Indian.”
Bocconi is, therefore, looking to hire

local professors to ensure the university
can break even. Prof Sironi is confident
the Indian venture is beginning to
develop a high-quality reputation.
“The important thing now is that there
is the trust,” he says.

‘Bocconihasalwaysreliedonbeing
adominantplayer in thecountry,
butnowthere ismoremobility,
especiallyat thegraduate level’

Campus: renewal:
Bocconi’s ViaRoentgen
faculty building, named
World Building of the
Year for 2008
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good and increasing brand reputation.
We attract specialist students from
France and Germany — countries with
high-quality institutions.”
The university is building a strong

reputation among international
academics, says Prof Sironi. Of the 12
recently appointed junior academics, for
example, eight are from overseas.
There have been other successes

too. For example, it has attracted more
grants from the european Research
Council for research into economics,
management and finance than any other
institution, asserts the rector. And in
spite of Italy’s economic woes, more
than 94 per cent of Bocconi’s masters-
level students are employed within 12
months of graduation.
Bocconi is investing heavily in its

buildings. Its proposed new campus
will increase the size of the university
by two-thirds, pushing up the number
of residential spaces to 2,000, as well
as incorporating a high-tech teaching
centre and leisure facilities, including an
Olympic-size swimming pool. B
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Technology,p47

Weighingup the
internet of things

Hopes&Fears,p54

ABrazilian
journey

H
ackers, pirates and swindlers, rather
than visionary chief executives,
should be the inspiration for
business leaders. That is the view
set out in The Misfit Economy by

Alexa Clay and Kyra Maya Phillips.
The book’s principal contention is that “the free

market economy does not possess a monopoly
on innovation”. They suggest five key principles
to help discover your “inner misfit”: hustling
(“spotting an idea and going for it”); copying
(which they describe as “collective innovation”);
hacking (taking on the establishment and getting
“to know a system intimately in order to more
effectively take it apart”); provoking (sparking
dialogue); and pivoting (enacting “dramatic
change in the course of one’s life to pursue greater
fulfilment and inspiration”).
The authors state that “while many great

innovation practices have been and will be
distilled from the Googles, eBays and Toyotas of
the world, our research has revealed that not only
has underground innovation been overlooked as a
significant driver of the economy but it also offers
its own unique and valuable insights”.
I am not so sure about this. Last year, the EU

ruled that member states should include illegal
activities, such as prostitution and drug dealing,
in gross domestic product figures. That official
data-crunchers count Crime Inc’s contribution to
their economies goes some way to disproving the
authors’ claims to be groundbreaking.
The writers continue: “While other innovation-

related books rightly chronicle the creativity and
ingenuity of fast-moving start-ups, corporate
strategy and visionary CEOs, this book goes
outside the conventional scope to show a broader
view of the world economy. Formal markets are
only one part of the whole. We will make visible
some portion of the rest.”
There is extensive literature on what criminals

can teach law-abiding entrepreneurs. Louis
Ferrante’sMob Rules: What the Mafia Can Teach
the Legitimate Businessman is one example. Ryan
Blair’s Nothing to Lose, Everything to Gain: How
I Went from Gang Member to Multimillionaire
Entrepreneur and I’ll Make You an Offer You Can’t

Refuse: Insider Business Tips from a Former Mob
Boss by Michael Franzese are others. Very few
contend that big companies are well placed to
be innovative. More often they are criticised for
moving slowly and are crippled by bureaucracy.
Clay and Phillips cite two well-known business

mavericks: Steve Jobs and Richard Branson.
Yet the cult of the maverick entrepreneur is
well established. Few books focus on the boring
accountants who steward steady businesses — not
just because they are dull to read. Disruption is,
after all, the business buzzword of the day.
These are quibbles, however. The book gives

well-drawn and interesting examples of innovators
beyond the mainstream: the Saudi entrepreneur
who works with Amish camel farmers to sell
their milk; the UX, a clandestine group of French
art rebels who broke into the Panthéon in Paris
to restore a neglected 19th-century clock. On
occasion the suggestions lapse into clichéd
“thinking outside the box” territory, however.
There are intriguing asides, such as how when

Occupy movement participants went back to
work, they were struck by how hierarchical their
workplaces were, though it is less clear if they did
anything about it. But for those wanting a fresh
perspective on business practices or working lives,
this is a snappy introduction

to a new way of
thinking.

Maverickmethods
Theinformaleconomyisahotbedof innovation,writesEmmaJacobs

books

Fresh thinking: a Saudi
entrepreneurwith
new ideas has helped
Amish camel farmers
grow their sales
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A
s dusk falls, the lights
in my flat start to come
on, with those in the
darkest rooms triggered
first. When I walk

into my bedroom, one of the lamps
illuminates. At sunset, the garden light
glows. If I get up during the night, my
kitchen lights come on — but low, at 10
per cent of their full brightness, giving
just enough light to save me from falling
over the cat. They switch themselves off
again once I have got back into bed.

My smart-home set-up is minimalist
by some people’s standards: the central
heating is not hooked up to it, nor is
the burglar alarm, although I can turn
on the kettle from the sofa. But even
this arrangement collects plentiful
data about me: the front and back

47

Connecteddomesticdevicespoint toarevolution indataexchange.ByKateBevan
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Home smart home
technology

door sensors record when I enter and
leave the house, and the app tracks the
energy use of every device to which it is
connected — which is most, though not
all, of my lights.

I have also installed a home-made
tweeting catflap (@daphneflap), which
is operated by a bit of Python code
knocked up by a friend. It takes a photo
of the cat going in and out and posts
a tweet singing her praises, but even
that collects a fair bit of data about her.
I used to think she slept on the bed all
night, until the catflap revealed that
she sneaks in and out several times
while I am asleep. The next step will
be to capture weather and day/night
parameters, then correlate them with
her comings and goings.

My smart-home kit is from
Fibaro and the tweeting catflap is
just a bit of fun with a Raspberry Pi
computer, but there are many other
web-connected domestic equipment
offerings, from smart locks that work
with your phone to let in your cleaner
while excluding your mother, to the
mattress cover that claims it will warm
your bed, learn your sleeping patterns
and “intelligently wake you up”.

And, of course, there are smart
fridges, which at least one study
expects to become fixtures in homes of
the future. Smart fridges, so the sales
pitches go, will keep track of what is
stored in them (including that ancient
slab of cheddar that never seems to
go off), manage your online grocery
order and suggest a recipe for you to
whip up for supper.

Data collected by the devices that
make up the internet of things are
of enormous interest and value to
organisations that want to sell you stuff.
But what if you too could benefit from
their use of your data?

“All the data we leave behind us is
owned by those who collect it,” says
Daniel Knight, technical director of
Fibaro UK. “We don’t have visibility

‘Wedon’thavevisibilityondatawe
giveuptoGoogle.Peoplearevery
waryofdatacollectionmethods’
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on the data we give up to Google and
Facebook. People are very wary of data
collection methods.”

As well as being technical lead
on Fibaro’s smart-home kit, Knight
wears another hat. He is working
with industry partners such as Dyson,
Bosch, Accenture, GlaxoSmithKline
and with universities, including
Nottingham, Warwick, Cambridge and
Surrey, on the £1.2m Hub-of-All-Things
project, known as the Hat project
for short.

The project aims
to create an open-
source personal
digital repository that
will both record an
individual’s data and
make them available to
business in return for
benefits in kind.

The data will
(probably) be
stored on a
device in the
home. Fibaro’s
network hub, which
controls the lighting,
heating and sensors
in my flat can serve
as a Hat device.
Then, goes the
thinking, the
owner of those
data can trade

“We’ve got Intel and McAfee on board,
which are looking at how the data could
be protected, sorted and encrypted,” says
Knight. “It is possible that we could use
a cloud provider, rather than storing the
data on a device in the home, but even
so, the data would still belong to you.”

Once the practicalities are
hammered out, what will consumers
get in exchange for their data? Knight
points out that at present, “we just
accept what we are given in return —
for example, an email account”.

The Hat project aims to shift that
power. “We hope to make people very
aware of what they are generating,
which will help put a monetary value
on it,” says Knight. “Right now, it is
whatever Google or whoever wants to
give you in return; there’s no option to
pay in money instead.”

If the Hat project’s model of data as
a form of currency comes to pass, it will
represent a turning point for businesses
that have so far been helping themselves.

The smart home, instead of being
a bit creepy, could in future become
a place where consumers hold the
greatest power.

them like currency for future products
and services.

Knight points to fast-moving
consumer goods, where manufacturers
and marketers would love to get their
hands on granular data about how their
products are used. “There are some
crazy prototypes,” he says. “One is a
device that weighs your toilet roll and so
tracks your use of it.”

Beta Hat devices are out with a
handful of testers, although the loo-roll

device has struggled to
find acceptance, says
Knight. “One of our
tester’s daughters is
not comfortable about
using that loo,” he
grimaces. However,
other products, such as
a connected make-up
box that measures how

much everyday
versus party
make-up
its owner

wears, could
produce data useful
to beauty industry
manufacturers.

It is early days
for the Hat project,
which has more

work to do,
not least on
security.

Short cuts: apps to smooth your progress

Dukto
Android, iOS,WindowsPhone, free
(iOS app limited; pro version £1.49)
Exchanging files between

devices shouldnot behard and there are any
number of apps around that claim to shuffle
itemsbetweenyour phone andyour laptop
without grief. I have triedmanyand still often
endupemailing thedocument tomyself in
exasperation. Oneof the better ones is Dukto,
which is available formost platforms—Android,
iOS,WindowsPhone, PC,Mac andLinux.
BlackBerryusers are out of luck.

Itworkedflawlesslywhenexchanging files
betweenmyPCandmobile devices, but sending
a picture fromonedevice to anotherwas less
successful —my iPad andKindle FireHDX sent
files back and forth, butmyWindowsphone
steadfastly refused to recognise either tablet. iOS
users should shell out £1.49 for the proversion, as
the free version flashes up adverts at every turn.

KeyboardforExcel
Android, tablet only,
free
If you spenda lot of time grappling

with spreadsheets, this appmightmake
your life a little easier. It is a keyboard for use
with Excel and aproject that emerged from
MicrosoftGarage, the technology company’s
experimental laboratory. The keyboard gives
you anumeric pad to the right of the qwerty
keyboard,while the tab key lets youmove
between cells,makingdata entry less painful.

The app is not perfect — it does not support
swipe-motion gesture-typing, for example, and
reviewers have complained that it is prone to
glitches. Another drawback is that it is only
available forAndroid tablets.

That said,Microsoftdoeswarnon the
app’s Google Play listing that Keyboard is
“experimental”, so hopefully those rough edges
will be smoothedout.

MiFlight
iOS, free (in-apppurchases)
This is a nice idea for travellerswho
want tominimise the time they

spendat the airport. It is a crowdsourced guide
to how longyou can expect towait in security
queues— information that you can share via
Facebook, Twitter,WhatsAppor Instagram.

Call upyour airport (it recognises the three-
letter IATAcodes), tell itwhich terminal you are
in andwhich gate you are heading for and, in
theory, it tells youhow long the queueswill be.
In return, you add information about the length
of queues inwhichyouare standing.

In practice the interface is a bit confusing
and annoyingly it tells you to give it a five-
star rating in iTunes before you can start
using it. Evenmore annoyingly, pop-ups
offer you rewards such as a free softdrink
“because you’re awesome”. A good ideamarred
bypoor execution.
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‘[TheHatprojecthopes] tomake
peopleveryawareofwhat they
aregenerating,whichwillhelp
putamonetaryvalueonit’

The cat and theHat:
the tweeting cat flap,
above, and toilet roll
monitoring, left, are
ideas thatmayormay
notwin acceptance
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Wise words
Weaskedreaders:what
is thebestbusinessbook
youhavereadandwhy?
ByCharlotteClarke

TheGoalby
EliyahuMGoldratt
andJeffCox
Reads like a novel but
it’s about a production
plant! A commonsense
viewon cost accounting,
management and
vision. — Student poll
respondent

Bestbizbook
ever:Whythe
WestRules—
ForNowby
IanMorris.The
REALLYbig
picture from
20,000BCtothe
wild future.
@rolandsiegers

Doyouhaveanideafor thenextbusinessbestseller?
Areyouunder35andhaveagreat ideaforabusiness
book?TheFinancialTimesandMcKinsey&
Companyareofferinga£15,000prizetoencourage
youngauthorstotackleemergingbusinessthemes.

TheBrackenBowerPrizewillbeawardedtothe
bestproposal forabookaboutthechallengesand
opportunitiesofgrowth.Themainthemeshould
beforward-lookingandtheproposedbookshould
aimtoprovideacompellingandenjoyableinsight
intofuturetrendsinbusiness,economics,financeor
management.

TheprizeisnamedafterBrendanBracken,
chairmanoftheFTfrom1945to1958,andMarvin
Bower,managingdirectorofMcKinseyfrom1950
to1967.Themenwereinstrumental inlayingthe
foundationsforthepresent-daysuccessofthetwo
institutions,whichorganisetheBusinessBookof
theYearAward.

Proposalsshouldbelessthan5,000wordsand
entrantsmustbeunder35onNovember172015.The
closingdateforentries is5pm(BST)onSeptember30
2015.Fordetails,visit:ft.com/brackenbower

ft.com/business-education/community | @ftbized | bized.communities@ft.com

Contagious: Why Things Catch
On by Jonah Berger
In the world of preaching self-help
business books, Contagious was
an absolute breath of fresh air.
Berger has achieved a perfect
balance of art and science
behind why things go viral.
— Abhijit Shaha, product owner
at Philips

Good toGreatby
JimCollins
I took away two points
from this book: 1) get the
right people on your bus,
then ind the right seat for
them; and 2) identify the
one thing your company
can do better than
anyone else in the world.
— Student poll respondent

TheAge of Cryptocurrencyby
Paul Vigna andMichael Casey
There have been as many books
minted on bitcoin as perhaps
bitcoins themselves. But Vigna and
Casey take a dispassionate look at
precisely what is innovative about
new cryptocurrencies and where
they might stand the test of time
beyond the rush to make a quick
buck. — Prof Joshua Gans, Rotman
School of Management

The Partnership Charter
by David Gage
I have recommended
[this book] more often
than I can remember to
growing businesses as
a frame for setting out
underpinning values,
vision and governance.
It gives the partners,
stakeholders and/or
shareholders a platform
for discussing difficult
subjects that need
addressing for clarity and
focus. — Laura McHarrie,
business strategist
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Read on, online

ft.comhasawealthofresources toenhanceyourknowledgeofbusinesseducation
A live online discussion and advice about
executive education is among a wide
range of services and coverage available at
ft.com/business-education.

As well as Ask the Experts (see details,
right) we offer news, features, videos,
interactive rankings, an “MBA gym”, a
Mooc tracker about massive open online
courses, student blogs, email alerts on
relevant stories and much more.

Asktheexperts: liveAreyou
interested in taking an executive
educationprogramme?On
WednesdayMay202015, a panel of
guest expertswill answer readers’
questions live onourMBAblog.
To takepart register nowat
ft.com/experts

Interactiverankings Search the FT
rankings forMBA, EMBA,masters in
management, executive education
andEuropeanbusiness schools.
ft.com/rankings

VideoFTbusiness education editor
Della Bradshaw interviewsAndrea
Sironi, rector of BocconiUniversity.
ft.com/bized-video

Lexicon Searching for thedefinition
of a business term?Browse thousands
ofwords andphrases and suggest new
terms for the glossary.ft.com/lexicon

Editor’schoiceAdaily alert picking
fivemust-readnews stories for
students and academics alike, plus a
relevant business education feature or
video. Signup atft.com/nbe

MBAgym Is anMBA right for you?A
series of free 15-minuteworkouts give
youa taste ofwhat youmight learn at
business school.ft.com/mbagym

MBAbloggersMore than 20 student
bloggers around theworld share their
experiences.ft.com/mba-blog
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I
will never forget that part of my
life: it was September 2014 and I
had just cut my two-decade-old
ties with business journalism
and left a senior executive

position at one of Brazil’s largest media
companies. I loved that company. I felt
I was part of it and of its values and
objectives. I felt as if I had divorced a
partner I admired, while recognising
that the marriage had to come to an end.
By spring 2014 I knew I had to

reinvent myself as a professional, to
learn new things and feel challenged by
unknown environments. Yet I felt scared
and enfeebled. In this state of emotional
turmoil, I left São Paulo, where I was
living, and headed for Belo Horizonte.
After years dominated by work I was

able to dedicate a week to studying
and reflection at Fundação Dom
Cabral, the business school, in the
company of 31 professionals on the
FDC-Smith Women’s Global Leaders
Program, a partnership between FDC
and Smith College in Massachusetts.
I met women executives like me, from
Brazil and beyond, each with her own
competencies, history, career and way of
regarding the challenges of work and life.

I was somewhat suspicious as I
arrived at FDC. I had never believed
being a woman had affected my career
as a journalist and executive, and was
afraid that this would be a week with
a group of women’s rights activists
discussing the unfairness of corporate
environments created in the image of
men. This had never been a concern for
me. At least, this is what I imagined.
I became editorial director at Exame,

the Brazilian business magazine, at 35,
the first woman to occupy this position.
Many of the editors reporting to me
were men, as were my bosses and the
executives I interviewed. I never felt
uncomfortable with them. I loved being
a mother and wife but mostly my world
was the world of men.
When I arrived at FDC, my doubts

were soon replaced by discoveries.
During the course I came to appreciate
that women are indeed different from
men in work environments and that
there is nothing wrong with that. The
biggest revelation was that I would be a
more complete, productive, secure and
admired professional if I embraced my
femininity and my roles as mother and
wife. In lectures and conversations with

participants, it became clear that I had
been caught in a common trap: thinking
professional success and competence
meant denial of a life outside the office.
Motherhood, taking care of family

issues, the home, health and my body
and cultivation of old friendships —
none of these would be regarded as
hindrances to the second stage of my
career. On the contrary, I would enjoy it
more and find it easier to give my best
when I felt like a complete being.
The other women pointed me in a

new direction. What made many of
them happy was not their jobs so much
as the opportunity to perform new and
great deeds. Change, when you are
aware of it, is a very tranquil process.
These discoveries — almost an

epiphany — would guide my decisions
in the months to come. I decided to
continue my career as a journalist and
executive but somewhere where I could
do my best and enjoy myself.
I had always liked to take the lead

on big changes and to build new
things. That is what I needed. Rather
than taking a job that seemed more
comfortable, I went for the most
challenging one. I also decided my new
role would not nullify the other aspects
of my life. Throughout my career, I had
always focused on external matters rather
than myself. This had to be reversed.
Fortunately, life is full of opportunities

of all kinds. Two months after the
course, I took over as chief executive
of one of the largest public relations
companies in Brazil. The rhythm of the
job is strenuous but does not stop me
searching for a balance between being a
professional and a woman. The sedentary
executive I was until recently can now
jog 8km a day. The mother who, in those
critical periods at work, was only able to
kiss her son goodnight, now drives him
to school every morning and has dinner
with the family almost every day.
I learnt a lot at FDC. Now, I am doing

my homework. Sometimes it is difficult,
but I sincerely believe I am doing fine.

‘The biggest revelation at fDC was
that I would be more complete,
productive, secure and admired
if I embraced my femininity’

Cláudia Vassallo
is chief executive
of CDI, based in
SãoPaulo andone
of the largest public
relations agencies
in Brazil. Formore
than twodecades,
sheworked as a
journalist, rising to
becomeeditorial
director at Exame,
the business and
economicsmagazine
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Life in balance
Cláudia Vassallo
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